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ABSTRACT

This report describes the system studies and experimental work done to
determine the applicability of a helmet-mounted sight/display (H'MS/D) to
high-performance aircraft of the F- 15 type. The HMS/D was found to have
several areas of applicability to such aircraft, particularly in the mission
phases having to do with weapon delivery, Closed-loop performance of the
sight/display combination was examined experimentally as a part of the
study. The performance experiment is based on the ability of the engineer
subjects to sight and track targets displayed on the helmet display. Inter-
face of the HMS/D with otner aircraft systems was considered, and a base-
line HMS/D syst-m was defined to the degree necessary to enter a prototype
development phase.

This abstract is subject to special export controls and each transmittal to
foreign governments or foreign nationals may be made only with priorapproval of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, FDCR, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION.

This volume describes the conceptual and analytical work leading to the
description of a baseline HIMS/D system applicable to the F-15 aircraft.
The work is an extension of that reported in Volumes 11 and M of this report
and covers the equipment-oriented aspects of the problem, The work re-
ported on in this-volume was performed in response to Tasks 7 and 8 and to
a portion of Task 6 of Honeywell Inc. Proposal 8B-N-4, dated 22 July 1068.
This volume also responds to the following requirements of Exhibit A of
contract F33615-69-C- 1176:

0 Analyze the feasibility of performing the weapon deliverymissions (3. 1).

I Determine what combinations are best suited for whatophAes (3. S).

0 Establish the relationship between the HNJ/D and associated
systems (3.3. 1) and (3. 7).

a Determine the design feasibility and the msnufactaring practicaVl..
of the HMS/D (3.9). .

The baseline system described in this volume in meant to serve . o. tA
capacities:

* It may be used by the Air Force as the basis for discussions
concerning the needs of the service and for choosing those
features of the HMSID which will be of greatest assistance in
meeting established needs.

* It may be used by a contractor as the starting point for a pro-
gram of prototype design and development leading to a workable
and flyable HMS/D for test and evaluation purposes.

Potential implementations of the HMS/D range from the very simple
to the very complex. A basic helmet sight with the addition of one or two
simple display elements presenting discrete bits of information marks one
end of the spectrum of complexity. The other end encompasses complex
systems in which the helmet sight is used both for sighting tasks
external to the aircraft and for aircraft management control functions within
the cockpit while the helmet display presents a multiplicity of scene and
symbolic images simultaneously and in sequence. The lower end of this
spectrum is clearly within the state of the art today. The upper end is
beyond today's capability. The present spectrum is broad, however, and
does include a wide variety of both sight and display functions. One of the
major decisions which must be made before proceeding with the development
of a prototype is the choice from the available capabilities of the HMS/D of
those which should be implemented in the first flyable device.

I 'r



SYSTEM CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Concepts were formulated and developed for each of the potential applications
of the HMS/D to weapon delivery tasks ead to other tasks representative of
the ability of the HMS/D. These included:

* Air-to-air combat

(1) Long-i aige target identification (including radar acquisition)
(2) Missile firing - passive electro-optical homing missiles
(3) Missile firing - semi-active radar homing missiles
(4) Fized gun firbg

o Air-to-ground combat

(1) Target acquisition and identification
(2) Target location (including navigation update)
(3) Missile firing

(4) Fixed gun firing

(5) Bombing

In general, the concepts were evaluated by developing the following descrip-
tions:

e General concept (including block diagram showing functionalI; relationships)

* Operational procedure using concept

* Equipment used

* Information needed on diuplqy

o Controls needed

* Computation needed

' Impact of HMS/D design parameters on performance

* Advatages and disadvantages-

2
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Aitt-TU-ALK COMBAT APPUCATIONS i
Air-to...... •o-hS amb. antm-e wsarez (11} 11oi-rangv radar acquisi-

tion and optical target identification; (2) missile fi~ring invol"/n both passive-

electro-optical (E-0) homing missiles and semi-active radar ho1ming miusslts;and (3) fixed gun firing.

Long-Range Radar Aculsittion and 1ptc1l Target IdentLfication

General Concept - - The probable approach to this application is the combination
of a telescopic electro-optical tracker with radar and the HBMS/D. This arrange-
ment will allow one man to operate a type of system which, in two-man applica-
tions, has a demonstrated capability to meet mission performance requirements.
A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.

IOperational Procedure '-- The mode of operation ti as follows,

* Radar imagery is displayed on the HMS/D. " -

0 Pilot locks the radar to the target by placing range wad -

azimuth gate symbols over the displayed target return
and pressing lock-on button. - -

0 Electro-optical TV tracker is slaved to the helmet sight.
Radar pointing direction in azimuth and elevation is dis-
played on the HMS/D along with the E-Q trackerv 14eou.put. .

a Pilot moves his head to bring the radar cue to the center at
the screen.

* Pilot sees a magnified image of the target ad stabilises nt
with his head motion. Pilot identities the target.

Pilot locks the E-0 tracker to the target if he so desires.

* Optionally. pilot sights on the distant target directly an
uses the identification device to obtain magnification of
the image.

nadar search and acquisition before use of the identification device at extreme
range is desirable since, at very long ranges, targets will not be visible to the
unaided eye, and direct search with the high-magnification telescope will be
difficult. With the radar locked, the identification telescope Is directed to the
target by cues on the helmet display.

Information Displayed - Rladar Acauisition - The same information normally
displayed on the radar scope is required on the helmet display during long-
range radar search and acquisition. A typical display is shown in Plgpr. 2.

3
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Figu-e 2. Typical Radar Acquisition Displ

Returns from potential target are shown in asimuth and row
and antenna elevation is shown by a marker at tbe edge at the diqaa. The
azimuth line and range astse a placed over the desired target to lok tl':
radar. The azimuth line is positioned by the mimunta motion of the helmet
might, and the range gate ti positioned Iy helmet siat elevation. Anlm-
elevation is controlled by a mamal adjustment separate from thM BE D.-
The decision to have the HMS/D control the aimtuth a•d mp ra ftr than
azimuth and elevation was based on the comments of radar operqori e=d
pilots that the elevation adjustment will be most effetive 1fUW. from --
momentary changes caused by vibration of the ptlot's head. The pilot wll-
also be subject to lees co an t on his motion 1t be is not raeir•ed to main-
tain a specific head elevation to get a good radar plot.

.Controls - fladar Acquisitioc -- In addition tothe helmet sigbt two ocateola
are required for radar acquisition:

o HMSID Mode Control (two modes required)

Search - The azimuth-vermsu-reap plot it presented. Antenma
elevation is adjusted manually. The helmet sight has
no control function.

Acquisition - The azimuth line and range gate are presented.
Antenta elevation in adjusted mmnualy. Antenna
azimuth and gate position ae adjusted by the
helmet sight.

5



* Acquisition V*ontrol - After the gate in positioned over the
target, the operation of the acquisition
co"trol 1o--- thwe rMaar to te targei and
breaks the control links from the helmet
might and elevation control.

M et at - -Radar Acauisition -- The display of the radar plot
and acquisition symbols need not be in true relation to the outside world. A
diilay which subtends the same angle aO the present radar mcope when viewed
from-the pilot's normal position should be sufficient for a readable'display; in
tact, it may be "too large". The amount of motion by the pilot's head required
to position the antemna and the range gate may be set at any desired ratio of
head-to-symbol motion. The value chosen will depend on the display size
chosen, and the accuracy with which the head can be positioned and should be
establi•hed by experimentation. Resolution of the radar display will be con-
siderably coarser than that for more detailed imagery and thereitre will not
define a limiting requirement on the helmet display capability.

D•lax dave - Identification - The primary information required
i --range ideMtifIcation oa target is the magnified image of the target.

To assist In aligning the identification device to the target, cuss showing the
direction to the target as determined by the radar are desirable. If the idn-
ticatto deice usee a gate also smaller than its overall field of view, the

toutline should also be shown. One possibility for such a display is shown

In Figm 3(a). the tracker gate is seen but no target is in the field of view
&W therefore no image appears. The cueing arrow points the direction to
the radmline to the selected target. In Figure 3(b), the cueing symbol shows
that the line to the target is within the field of the display but, cue to errors
in the system or differences between display mad sensor field sizes, the image
is MU off screen. A visual search around the radar cue should bring the image
into view. In Figure 3(c), sch a search ham been performed, and the target
imageis seen. The radar cue has been brought to the center of the screen,
•, to avoid confusion of images at the tracker gate, the symbol has been

blane out by the display system. Identification may be accomplished at
this point, if possible, or the image may be brought into the tracker gate and
the tracker brought to lock to give a more stable view of the target. When the
Identification device in used without the radar being locked. the dislay is the
"some emept that no cue symbols appear.

When the identification device is used without obtaining radar lock, the enemy
craft is sighted in the real world, and the sensor is pointed at it by using the
tracker gate symbol as a sight reticle. With the gate either on or scanned
around the tar~et, the magnified imae will be obtained. Identicstion and
tracker look are then carried out s" described above,

Identification - The following controls r oused during long-range
tagti IdentiWcta•ion:

6
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(a) RAR UU NO TAME? h" SCREEN 6) RAOAR UNEON SCREEN TARGETOF

41) TAlMT ON SCUEK RAMAX Cli hKNIME

Figwe 3. Typical Long-Range Identification Displays

"* Helmet Biaht - - The azimuth and elevation channeds of the
helmet aight are used to position the identi-
fication device pointing direction.

"* HMS/D Mode Control (one mode required)

Identify -- The helmet sight azimuth and elevation angles are
connsete4 as commands to the respective axes of
the identification device gimbal system. The output
of the identification device vidicon is presented on
the helmet display along with cues of the radar point-
ing direction if the radar is locked to the target.

"e Acquisition Control -- When the target is within the gate of the
tracker, operation of the acquisition control locks
the tracker to the target and breaks the command
links between the helmet sight and the identification
device gimbals. The output of the video circuits
remains on the helmet display along with the radar
cues.

.7
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I
HMS/D Design Factors - Identification -- In the conca.nt nitt-inaid -^I .
ox ine i0entlflcation device, the device is controlled by the helmet sight rather
than being directly slaved to the radar. A direct tie to the radar would be a
faster meann .of alianinr•the --....*" .s L..Z-..FA p ied tha

"the accuracy of the radar direction angles is sufficient to place an image on
"the identification device vidicon. To provide for visual identification at very
long ranges, the telescopic sensor will necessarily have a small field of vi.ew,
probably much less than 2 degrees. In present radars, directional errors of
as much as 2 degrees are not uncommon. With these equipments tied together,
it would be possible for the systems to be nominally aligned and still not have
the target in the identification, device field of view.

The choice between the control of identification device pointing angles by the
helmet sight or by direct tie to the radar may be made on the basis of the
radar pointlag angle accuracy and the field of view of the identification device.
If the identification device is slaved to the radar, an alternative connection to
the helmet sight is desirable to allow identification when the radar is inopera-
tive.

The ratio of head motion to identiflcation device gimbal motion should be one-
to-one to provide the beat operation. Use of the one-to-one ratio results in
the pilot's head being directed to the sight line to the target in the real world

--when he is following radar cues to the target. Under these circumstances,
Vwhen the target becomes visible to the unaided eye, the pilot will be looking

t it. In the case where the target is visible but cannot be identified with the
, unaided eye, the one-to-one ratio allows the identification device to be brought

'.to bearon the target by sighting directly on the target.

. The accuracy of the helmet sight is not a crittcal factor in the implementation
of this application. The pilot will aim the sight toward the radar cue (or the
actual target if he can see it) and will then search around it until the magnified
image appears. Since the feedback of target image in directly before him, the
absolute pointing accuracy of the components in the loop need only be good
enough that any discrepancy between cue and image is small enough to avoid
confsion. If overall error is less than the segular radius of the identification
device field of view, the device image will always appear on the screen when
the cue is at its center. System accuracy may therefore be determined by
sensor field.

The field of view and resolution requirements for this application are dependent
on the sensor field of view and the magnification js well as on the system re-
quirements for identification range. If the sensor field of view is small and
completely fiUs the vidicon screen, then a large display field will not be re-
quired. A certain amount of "electronic magnification' can be applied, but
the amount which can be used is limited. An overall display field of view of
less than 10 degrees is likely. The display resolution is dependent on that of
the senor and should be somewhat greater. The overall resolution of the
system (sensors electronics, and display) must be sufficient that the magnified
image of the target be identfiible at the extreme design range of the identifi-
cation system.

a •..._ i.. I -



VI
Computatlon Reuirements-- During radar search no HMS/D computations
are required state only display functions are carried out a.d the dia-aphy i'
centered on the screen regardless8 of the irection of the pilot's sight line.
When the radar acquisition mode is commanded, compulatlon is required to
convert the head-position angles, to commands for the antenna azimuth direction
and the 'range gate position. No. computation ti required for the display until
after the radar is locked.

After the radar is locked, the. kadar•-g•mbalp0aition signals 6nd the helmet'
sight pointing angles are compared to determirtc the dtrecýionthe helmet sight
must be moved to bring it into line with the radar.' The result of this comru-
tatlon is then converted into selection commands for cue symbols (one symbol
if the radar line is off the display and a different symbol if it is on the display)
and direction commands controlling either the pointing direction or the location
on screen of the radar direction cues. Blanking of the radar cue near the center
of the display is also controlled by calculation of thee relative positions of pad1r
sight line and helmet sight direction.

In the identification mode, calculation of radar cue positioni selection, and
blanking are required as in the radar acquisition mode. Calculation of iden-
tification device pointing angles from helmet sight direction angles Is less
cnmplex than calculation of radar commands because of the one-to-one rela-
tionship between sight and tracker pointing angles. If compatibility between
the two devices is assumed, no calculation is required. At worst, only those
calculations needed to provide signal compatibility are required.

Advanteaes and Disadvantames -- The main advantage of the approach to long-
range identifica'tion'is that one man can perform functions that presently take
two men. Furthermore the pilot can perform the function rapidly while main-
taining visual contact with the combat situation.

This system has a good potential of meeting the performance objectives stated
In-Table XIX of Volume II. It has the potential of performing as well or better
than the two-man system described in Reference 1.

The main deficiency of the system is the requirement for visual search around
the radar cue. By proper selection of tracker field of view and provision of a
nominally accurate helmet sight, this problem may be minimixed.

Missile Firigr - General Considerations

Missiles fired from aircraft may be of several basic types. They are often
categorized by their range -- either long-, medium-, or short-range. They
may also be categorized by the type of guidance used -- infrared, radaj., or
television. They may further be categorized by purpose -- air-to-air air-to
surface, etc. From the standpoint of use of the HMS/D in the process of
launching nilsilea, the range and purpose of the missile is of less interest
than the type of guidance. The prefiring interface with the fire controlI system
is heavily Influenced by this factor.

X 
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The F-l5 missile comnlement has not been fully defined at thin time. so nerlifir.
relation of the HMS/D to the F- 15 system cannot be made. It is probable, though,
that the missile complement finally chosen will be drawn from three types of

utdan--ce- -- iWd-.rarcds h1,%-a,&vW ,aud- oumtu8g, ur pasnive electro-
optical homing.

Present day infrared homing missiles require little moret from the HMS/D
system than the fast, accurate lock of the radar system from which they gain
their original pointing direction., W1th ibhe radar (or other aircraft sensor)
locked to the enemy, it is only neesesary to satisfy range and acceleration
requirements before firing the missile,. Use of the HMS/D to set up these
prelaunch conditions is discus sed.elsewhere and will not be repeated here.
HMSID usage in firing semi-active radar and electro-optical missiles is
discussed in the following sdbsaections.

Missile Firing - Passive E-O Homing Missiles

G.1 e --. A good potential system providing the performance required
of-a sho--r-Fange missle couples a high -performance missile with an electro-
optical tracker and utilizes the HMS/D to accomplish prelaunch lock to the
targeti A block di ram of such a system is shown in Figure 4.

Oe~rstionn Procedure -- The following operational steps are required:

e Pilot visually sights the target and places the helmet sight
reticle over it.

* Missile tracker is tlaved to the helmet eight.
* Missile seeker output is presented on the helmet-mounted

display; display. consists of the sensor video and a tracking
gate.

* Pilot steers the trscking gate to the target by moving his head.

* Seeker locks when a signal of sufficient contrast is within the
tracking gate.

* Pilot fires missile when range requirement is met.

Information DislAyed -- The most useful display information includes target
Inage, range data, racking lock-on verification and radar pointing direction
A possible display. format is shown in Figure 5.

The use of the display is similar to that dc mribed for the lon grange identifl"
cation device. The radar direction cues showis in Figure 3 andthe n•.Ac*ated
text may be used in an identical manner with this display. At shc.t ranges,
however, the radar is used prirmarily for ranging rather than location, and is
not absolutely needed to launch missiles. The range display shows present

10
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5igt. .Ty'pical E--O MiS8ile LAun~h 19P

.oI
'ýrane• to the target and lethal range envelope for the missile to be fired.-iTracker lock to the torget is shown by the fixing of the target to the cross-
hairs but may also be signalled by the appearance of a discrete symbol on
kh~e Itsplayor by divappeArance of the gate symbol,

Qo tj.• Q -- The helmet sight is used to direct the miesilets E-O tracker to
,he target. Azimuth and elevation channels of the helmet. sight are connected
alt a one-to-ow scale to the respective gimbal drives on the tracker. Thus.

'when the pilot looks at the target he is also pointing the tracker at it. For
short-rsnge ,iIssiles, thin wiU likely be the normal method of aiming. In

* ." a:•:•i"::l'• °•"toi helmet sight, three controls are required:

' */D Mode Control (one mode required)

. ,,, , E-0 Missile -- The helmet sight outputs are connected to the
missile. tracker gimbals, comm;nding position at a one-to-one

". -,ratico of head motion to gimbal motion.. The video output of the
!. ,-O tracker, which includes the tracking gate symbol, is'placed-* on the helmet display. If the radar is locked, radar direction cues

and present rnge are also displayed. The lethal range envelope
for te missile is preprogrammed and selected by the choice of
wOspons.

12
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0 Acquisition Control -- When the necessary contrast elements
R of tbe target are in the tracker state. oneratior. of the nc~nuinikinn

control locks the tracker to the target and breaks the com~mand
links from the helmet night. If a discrete indication of tracker

th ymbol onotedisplay.

a trge an th ragerequirement for Isunch. has meon met,
copertron is nthe frlo gned o releases the weapon. The firing

to llo th p~t t ar thseweapons he'expects to use in an
b y h e ett ng f t e H ISIthoe. f n a

JIMSD DeignFactrs - Th facorsinfluencing teHSDdslyfrti
applcaton re imiar o toseirdueningthe long-range identification video
systm. he iel ofvie ofthedislayshould be atlesasgatsth

thelon-rage detifcaton ystm.Accuracy ofteheutsW taw

closd lopwit th piot bleto hec anthe actual pitn 01
by osering he arge imge a th scren.In the enca, *M _I__

accrac eqalto he nguarradus f te ensor fedo iwwI e
usabe; oweerit igh reultin omeconfusiontoheplta mte

rea-wold argt a th ede o th sceenwhile theseort p.wsa h
centr. yste pontin acurac antheorder of half the sensor field radius

catea tihtertoleancethanitdequ tcirdfrln-a ng dniiain
Since the misl anhn rcs~ilprobably be accomplished at Whotranges. the target aircraft will normally be visible to tbe unaided eye. The

The pilot's attention wil pyobably alternate between the real target thdislay an th "iee-hrogh"mechanization should allow this alternstian

Sine te ang toth tagettoa vrydesirable parameter to have during a
misileattckandsine te tme o tkemultiplestpduigacoen

engaemen toseveelylimiedconsideration should be given to a tie to the
radr wichwoud bin itto ockalog wththe E-0 missile tracker. This

E-0 missile mode and in one operation bring both sensors to bear on the target.



Tb. preferable mechanization would be to tie the radar to the tracker since
tracker lock i likely to require less time than radar lock. Once the tracker

.wing ra. .J.ar eh' . -. L u nwugh io allow it 4o& Uock aiess. 'rf U
display would provide direct indication of radar lock by appearance of the range
and cueing symbols.

Advg4W and is~advantacen - The use of the HMS/V in this application offers
the primary advatagof oing the entire attack to be made without looking
down into the cockpit. Particulrly, If the tie to the radar in made, the weapon.
and range sensors are simultaneously looked to the target, and all information
relevant to release of the missile are presented directly to the pilot.. The sys-
tem is particularly good at discriminating among multiple targets, sad it has
the advantage of automatic compensation for sighting errors and wing flexure
errors which would affect an open-loop system. -

The system is at a disadvantage under conditions of bad visibility when clouds
or @Yrtea may preventV: ht=i or lock of the missile tracker.. Unless the-
missile trml'! is capable st operation under very low-light-level conditions,
• thes m is tict usable at night unless some type of illuminator is provided.
Provisi oft a missile tracker that is capable of low-light-level operation is
not out of the question, and with such a tracker the tie between radar cueing

ai tbroush-the-missile sighting offers a means of extending the period (.,.
olperati. wai Into cosnditons. cdusk if not to complete darkness. The system
appears to meet the requirements ofTable =X of Valumie I 9f this report.

Miessil Firing - §2mi-active Radar Homing Mdissiles

-- The HMS/D can be used with a semi-active homng missile
sub as 7 (Sparrow). The display provides a capability to verify what
the radar is locked to and presents range sad lethal envelope information. A
block diagram ot the system is shown in Figure 6.
O-araftional Procedure -- Tb-w. J.W operational steps are required: ;

al Pilot sights the target with the helmet eight.

e Radar is servcad to align with the helmet sight.

0 Pilot operates the acquisition control and the radar searches•a smaldl field around the helmet night direction.1'

* Radar acquires the target.

9 Radar tracking direction is displayed on the helmet display along
with rangl and lethal envelope.

a Pilot fires the missile when range requirements are met.

* PilOt uses the helmet sight to maintain target illumination
'during misesils flight.

~~2 14 .
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InformlAion Diarlaged -- The displayed information inclu~des rdrpitn
ditctim.taretrange. and leftal, range envelope. A, possilfomti

wbown in Figure 7.

mgwi 7.PCOeLble Semi -active Missile ac pa

radaer lockr

U Owe radar bab been Iombed to the target previously. the radar direction cuesmdUP rmplot a rm dipas* b prvosyspa ar on tedm
= 8 tedispkq mid antiq th at the "M cae lHas wcer the target. inate sev*at- radar lock ios t while in this Mode (Or if lock has not beenschivd Sten the mode is NWsuicid. the direction cuea and target rafte arenut wailb"e nAftead. autQMati selection of a quick radar lock mode is=ade. .ad ring reticle is preseated cc thbe hmtdslay. Radar lockisw byuthaig h agt Re-astablibment of lock automaticallyre- s th 'dsplay to its Original condition. The ueft athet quick lock mode 4far tbe radar is necessarily restricted to &ort ranges where an automatic rangegaute om be used.

-- Durin the radar quick look mode, the helmet sight controls the* ~ direction at the radar such that the radar poiats Whore the pilot is
* ~ .ConRM'0 Of the transfer between radar quick lack mode OW missileriigmoe is aUtomati aNd is dependent MAlY On wbether the radar is Wasked

Three nUMML controls axe Also required..
.10 MD Mode Control (Owe mode required)

Sem~seiv -- If radar is looked, radar direction Guem aOd

is not lcaked, a sightiag reticle is placed on t&e dipam

target~~~~ ~~~~ ---------e nictr r dslae.fraa



the azimuth and elevation outputs of the helmet sight are
Ct~~zct a -:r ; ae nw-u suci to the respective gimbal driven

of the radar. Transfer between the two possible conditions Is4 ~automatic as the radar locks and inalack.o

9 Aa siionCotl-- When the radar has been aligned to fth

18MM m e range gate tDM"1 ietre Lofk to b t
is automaic wran e s V ate reaches Mt

* EW -nt - When tbe radar is looked to tbe targyt. Mulm-
intgI a r thie missil. and the Llaume reag eqiremet for

ten ilismet, the pilot fires di. nissile by oeraftig the1
HNI7D mode conto such that the pilot maarm all 1he weapons
he expects to use during an engagement 71 e the ftina selec-
tion 9As to which will be fired by setting the Ifl.UD mode. An
interlock is also provided to prevent Imemac of a Ia ~
the radar is locked. -- i

RM/ Dni 7'ctrp--This appaicution. l on~ Wnw raIruW MM -M
reur s only. osee resda3iudon. u -f Vi

mu h Out "symbl can be cnerm M o
eac owr. A5-eefil 0 ......
Helemih accuracy requiremento willy d apnd 6w ad radar used mod
mor oatclal n the beam, widt andfthea ritmd wrr seel
the beam awournd the nominal sW i mh 1 de'ur
can be expected to lock to tar"et awe -twa 6Vee iof dwir anaftal -40"
lines An overall accuracy for the helmet sigh~ t/radar m u so q.s m at IT
to 2 degrees ts probably satisfactory ftrtip I

Cog Atin Rquiemets- - The computafica required hr this UpIa
nae oo described previously. They Ineud the esleadlas end is

directional awes, the selection and location of target ree/stAM r~me dow.'
play components, and the translation of pointing cammaml from helmet slot1
output format to the format required by the radar gimbal drive. A new com-
putation tanction required in this application Istoe swembCm of the presence of
the radar lock signal and the selectimof abt e proper mode capmsctm Ahrd
sight and display.
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SFixed Gun Firi2g
Th__e RM--.SI/D can 'I"- in a fixed gun control system to lock and relock the

/ radar to the target, to replace the present head-up display ih presenting thedesired gun lead augle coknmand, and to determine target line of sight with

respect to the attacking aircraft.

There are three approaches to mechanizing a fixed gun system:

The currently used lead'computing optical sight (LCOS) presentation
may be employed. /fformatian can be displayed on either the head-
up display or the helmet display and the helmet sight used to steer
and lock the radar.

The helmet sight can be used to direct and lock the radar to the tar-get and the radar then be used to give target range and relative
angular rate for a director gun a*4 solutL

The helmet sight can be used to steer and lock the radar to the. target,
and the target rate for the director #ight can be calculated from the
alroraft rate gyros plus changing helmet sight angles as the pilot con-t Laues to track the tarpet. ...

In the latter two approaches, either the head-up display or the helmet display
may be used to display the aircraft steering signal which establishes the
desired lead anlWe. Both these approaches result in a director sight rather
then the traditional ILCO8. and both should give better resukts If they can be
Implementede

A vital part at the operaticn ci all three concepts is the ready availability of
the radar, locked to the target and providing range data. F&lUure to lock the
radar or to keep it looked ance the engagement has been• started is one of the
most serious problems In present day aerial combat. The HMID quick radar
lock mode described in the section on semi-active missile attack ofers arapid mesass of locking the radar and can terma a part of an~y ad the three: con-

__ wpt. chosen.'

The LCOS concept has shown itself to have a number oa disadvantages. Fire
coarol computation is based on measurement of the angular rate of the
attacking aircraft and assumes this to be the rate at the enemy. The assump-
tion is true only when the attacker is tracking the enemy, and It results in
3r errors durin the period when the attacker is coming Ito position to
beg an attack. These errors take the form of large fluctuations in the sight
reticle position and result in both false indications of firing opportunities and
J[ aiore to indicate true firing opportunities. Because of these deficiencea.,
'the best opportuntty for improving gun fire accuracies Is to implement a
director sight system which actually measures the angular rate o thevewmyii • aircraft.

I' ~18
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in radaraangularis.M'or e tbe ihc oewhich utuidzesemore desirable from the standpoint of the
pilot. The other concept in which the rate of the opposing aircraft is takenLrtun tme heimet sigM as the pilot "racki the target, impu-ses a very difficulttask on the pilot. Figure 8 illustrates the problam. To secure continuous

-S-

Figure 8. Director Ounsight Display Requiring Continuous
Tracking with WB/D

rate information an the enemy aircraft, the pilot must continuously track himwith the helmet aight. This in itself may be a difficult task; but, in additima,the pilot must try to steer his own craft in order to line up a steering symbolwhich indicates the position in which the proper lead angles exist. T.he com-bination of the two difficult tasks is undesirable and should be avoided ifpossible. By taking the opposing aircraft' s rate from the radar, one of thetasks can be eliminated. For that reason, the second of the three conceptsoutlined seems to ofter the greatest opportunity for being both achievableand an improvement of the gun fire control situation over that now exiatlfg.
General Concept - The helmet sight is used in the quick radar lock mode tolock the radar to the target and to relock it as necessary during the continu-ing engagement. Both range and enemy aircraft angular rate are derivedfrom the radar angle outputs. The director sight computations are performedby the fire control computer which generates commands to position a steer-ing symbol display. The gun sight symbol is presented on the helmet displayand is stabilized to the armament datum line of the aircraft by feedback of thehelmet sight angles. After the radar in locked, the pilot guides his craft to

19
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bring the steering symbol into line with the enemy. A block dLagrixm of the
system is shown in Figure 9.

Operational Procedure - The following operatloqal steps are required:

e • Pilot locks the radar to the- target using the quick radar
lock mode.

* Radar provides target range and relative angular rate
measurements.

* Fire control computer solves the director sight computa-
tions and commands the position of the steering symbol
on the display.

a Pilot steers the aircraft to place the steering symbol
over the enemy craft.

o Pilot fires guns when the symbol lines up with the enemy.

e Pilot relocks the radar as necessary during the engage-
ment. Transfer between the gunsight and quick radar
lock displays is by manual selection. Return to the gun-
sight display is autotnatic with relock.

Mformatni y "- The information required for the quick radar lock
~was cdiicr~ea previously -- a simple sighting reticle for pointing the

radar at the target. After lock ot the radar, the cues and range display
previously associated with radar locking tasks may be despensed with. No
cues are needed since the enemy is at close rane. No range display is re-
quired because the range is used in calculating the lead angles which are
then displayed. A single steering symbol is presented for the gunsight dis-
play. Pigure 10 shows a possible display format. In the event that the radar
unlocks during the engagement. the normal action would be to re-establish
lock. It is possible, though, that if unlock occurred just as the guns were
to be fired it would be desirableto continue with the attack rather than being
suddenly faced with a different display. For that reason, the transfer be-
tween the guns ight display format and the quick radar lock format should
not be automatic. Neither, however, should it require the pilot to look down
into the cockpit. A suitable arrangement is to utilize the acquisition control
in a toggling c ircuit which allows it to commapd the two formats alternately.
An unlock warning is required on the gunsight display to show when relock
is needed. No similar discrete in needed on the quick lock display since
the change to the gunsight format is automatic with radar lock.

20
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Figure 10. Possible Director Gunsight Display

Controls - The helment sight is used to direct the radar to the target during
th €iui16k radar lock portion of the task. During the time that the guns Ight
display is on the display, the helmet angles are used to move the entire
dksplay such as to maintain its alignment with the aircraft grmament datum
line. Three other controls are required:

a HMS/D Mode Control (one mode required)

Guns - If radar is not locked, the helmet sight outputs
are coupled to the radar gimbal drive on a one-to-one

, scale. A sight reticle is presented at the center of
the helmet display.

If the radar is locked, the helmet sight angles are used
in the fire control computer as a correction on the porn-
ition ci the steering symbol in order to maintain At In the
correct relation to the armament datum line. The steer-
Ing symbol is displayed on the helmet display.

a Acauisito Cotr -- It the radar is not locked, it will be
directed toward the target by the helmet might and locked to
the target by operation of the acquisition control. At the
short ranges involved with gun engagements; an automatical-
ly positioned range gate may be used. If the radar has been
locked and for aWy reason unlocks, a warning of the condition
appears on the gunsight display. In this condition, operation
of the acquisition control causes the quick radar lock mode to
be re-establisihed.

22
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I
Firing Control -- When the gunsight steering symbol has

....... _ ........... ,,$ , t v R ing control is used to

fire the guns. As in other weapon applications, the firing
control is interlocked throulh the HMS/D mode control$Lo ensure the firing of the %eapon for which the sight mode
has been selected.

HMS/D Desin Factors - The field of view required forthe helmet display is
determined by the amount of lead angle required for the gun fire solution,
since the steering symbol must be deflected through those angles. Lead
angles on the order of 10 degrees may be expected, and, since the display
m46t be capable of this deflection in any direction, a total field of 20 degrees.
is called for.

Helmet sight accuracy required for this applicatio-i is set not by the radar
pointing function, which need be no better than that described previously, but
rather by the need to stabilize the display relative to the aircraft armament
datun line. An~y error in this stabilization is a corresponding error in the
aircraft steering symbol location. A goal of zero helmet sight error in the
center 10 to 20 degrees of its active range is desirable. With the present
state of te art, errors corresponding to an error of 8 or 9 feet at the ex-
treme range of existing glns are feasible over this range.

Another factor bearing on the overall Implementation of the directoz sight
using radar angles is the difficulty which has been experienced in securing
noise-free angular rate from radars. The use of the concept is dependent
on noise-free rate signals. In the event that the radar to be used in the
particular aircraft cannot deliver the required signals, alternative sources
must be explored, or a different approach must be taken. In this regard, a
potential contender would be the quick reaction or "hose type" sight which
calculates and displays the bullet trajectory and allows aiming with a tech-
nique similar to that used with tracer bullets,

Computation Required - Other than the basic fire control computation, only
the computation needed to allow the helmet sight to direct the radar pointing
angles is required, The computation of lead angles takes the form:

Al -(w )tf + + g sin cosORzr• f vam + v)Z

AO -(W )t +-wos 0 Coso O
I (Vm +V)

and tf is determined from
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1 [l K 0 (V InV)tf ~t

IiI
0r f

wher

Wr w enemy rate mepsured from radar angles
r

=--3 - angle-of-attack and sideslip

R range measured by rada'

V = gun muzzle veloclt-,

V = aircraft velocity

t f a bullet flight time

K° - bullet constant

0 G roll and pitch angles of aircraft

Advantages and Disadvantages - The use of the H=M/D in the firing of guno
ere a great advantage In allowingthe rapid lock of tht radar to te target.

By r-aking the radar range avaiable, the computation of a solution to theS~fire control equations will be improved no mattier what sight mechanization
is used. If the problems associated with the generation of a satisfactory

rate signal from rsdar (or other sensor) tracking data can be solv#,d. the
greater assurance of having the sensor locked to the tUrget makes the tmnple-

•! :•a~-eJtation of the director gun sight a pose ibility.:". "

rhe principal disadvantage of the helmet sight/display in this application is
the small error allowance for the positioning of the display relative to the
armament datum line. This may impose very strict requirements not only
on the HMS/D system performance but on the physical alignmernt of com-
ponents in the aircraft.

AIR-TO-GROUND COMBAT APPLICATIONS

A ir-to-ground combat applications considered were: (.) long-range target
aacquisltton and identification; (2) target location and naviZatiov. updating: (3)
missile firing; (4) fixed gun firing; and (5) bombing.

24
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Ik General iVonrant h Ti atmt1,4,,9 tasca 4.W.4. &.a... an
idenicat`on isof great importance since radar displays are often badly
cluttered. The use of the long-range electro-optical identification device for
target identification is a very Likely mode of operltion for any aircraft equipped
with such a devce. The HMS/D would bE used in much the same manner as
described under air-to-air combat applications, with the exception that radar
cue a to guide the identification device to the targer would seldom be available.
By scumdnlg the ground visually, the pilot would pick out the area of Interest to
him. He would then point the identification device to these areas. using the
helmet eight, and would see the video presentation from the identification device
on the helmet display.

Operational Procedurze - The following operational steps are required:

0 Pilot scans the ground for potentia target areas
0 Pilot uses the HBSS/D to 04td on areas of particular lntset- . .

* Output of the identification telescope is presented on thahelmet display
* Pilot identIfi s the target. he may lock the 4e=lfcat8oz ,-u..c_

tracker to the target if he widbas
* Am an option, pilot may direct the radar linultaneously with the

identification device to meamu•, range to the target

QLh- The controls required, MBS/D desirt factors, and compn*atI
reqird or -ti application are eeaeenisly the same as UhQ.4,L; tpr t* taeal2^j

applicat~.on.
T_...t Location and Najngsin Updating-

General Concept - Coordinates of points on the ground may be determined by
use an e combination with the central aircraft computer and the
Inertial navigation system. By repeated sighting as the aircraft moves, data
may be taken to allow location of the ground point by triangulation. The
tecthniedce may be usee elther to locate a ground target in such a way as to allow
reuzn to the target for a leter attack or to insert data on navigation ceckpoints
into the position update computations. Both uses of the HMB/D have been thor-
oughly tested during flight tests conducted as part oZ the TACREACT program
(Reference 2). A bRock diagram v a system for this purpose is shown in
Figure 11.
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Figur~e 11. Targert Location and Navigation Update Concept
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Operational Procedure - In the navigation update mode the operational proced-
ure includes:1

0 Pilot sights checklpoint through helmet sight

a Pilot sets switch to begin update; readings of
angles to the target are taken autornaticaijy at
a rate of 5-10 per second

* Pilot releases switchto stop data acquisition

* New position and update position are calculated
and displayed for pilot verification

* Switch is set to invert update coordinates

In the target locatLon mode, the pilot procedure is the same as for naviption
update except that after the target has been located, the pilot maneuvers to
attack guided by cueing symboU on the helmet display.

Information Displayed - For daytime use, a target reticle must be disple~ed
while the puot 15 sightlng on the ground point. The navigation update valid-
ity check data may be presented on the helmet display or on the navrator
control panel. Since the navigation update task is performed under less de-
manding circumstances than the combat tasks previously discussed, it Li
possible for the pilot to look down into the cockpit without penalty durlin
this task. For night operations, the same procedure may be used if the
checkpoint is illuminated or can be identified in the dark. Otherwise, a
pointable sensor with its output presented on the helmet display is reqwired
as a guide to sighting.

For target location, the position of the target is compared with the aircraft
position, and the error signals are used to position cues to direct the pilot
back to the target. The same cueing symbol, discussed previously for in-
dicating radar direction may be used for this purpose. An additional cue is
required it It is desirable to indicate that the target is behind the aircraft
and therefore out of the range of the pilot' a head motion. Figure 12 shows
a possible sequence of cueing signals for this purpose.

27
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Figur 12. Possible Ground Target Location Ciaes

Controls Required - For either target location or navigation update, the
IS es data inputs to the position computation. If a pointable

emnsor is used for night operation, the helmet might is used to direct it to
the target. In additon to the helmet sight, the followiag controls are re-
quired:

a HMS/D Mode Control

Target Location - The helmet might outputs are con-
nected to the computer to provide data for the location
calculations. Target location cues are placed on the
helmet display and located in accordance with com-
puter command

Navigation Update - The helmet might provides the same
function as in target location. The information re-
quired for update validity check may be displayed on
the helmet display if desired

In both modes, the outputs of the helmet sight may be used to pKant a
sensor (low-light-level TV or IR) for night observation of the ground
target. If this is done, the video output of the sensor is presented onthe holms t display.

28
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4 acquisition Control - Operation of the acquisition control

w Eu w uc i racking the target with the helmet I
sigh ralusen th ta UtULJ.

of the helmet sight angles as long as the control is
operated. The control also starts the calculation selected
by the mode control.

0 Navation Udte Control - After the update calculations
Eave Seen compleed sam the new position has been check-
ed for validity, operation of the navigation update control
inserts the corrected aircraft position Into the navigation
system. This control is actually a part of the navigation
system rather than the HMS/D system.

Computation Required - Two different approaches to the calculation of tar-
gets an the ground have been used with helmet sight systems: (1) triangu-
lation and (2) altitude-range. In the triangulation method a minimuim of
two sights and the measured distance travelled between sights are required
to determine the planar posItlon of the target. Additional sights and diatame
measurements improve the measurement of target poaiftia. makinga
serles of angle and distance measurements at shart intervals d xwurig ai-
by and by using appropriate filter techniques, an pilmum me.osuren•t•e
target position in derived. ---...... .. --* .

The altitude-range method of target location uses the bearing and depressiln
angles to the target and the radar altitude of the aircraft. A single s*tt is
required, though the measurement is improved if the target is sightad re-
peatedly and the series of calculations averaged to get the actual position.
This method is most accurate over flat terrain where the target is st the
same elevation as the point immediately below the aircraft.

Both methods provide target poeltion in aircraft coordinates. An additional
angular transformation is required In order to get navigation coordinates
for the target. This transformation requires knowledge of the aircraft pitch,
roll and yaw angles which may be supplied by the attitude reference system.
HMS/D Design Factors - No new design factors for the HMS/D itself are
introduced by tILs %pplicatLoa.

Advantages and Disadvantages - In present air-to-ground attacks, the ap-
proach to the target is niited to particular angles from the aircraft, and
many attacks require a run toward the target. Comments from pilots indL-
cate that the defenders on the ground are aware of the limitations on tactics
and are well prepared for them. If a second run on a target is required,
the chances of damage to the aircraft are high. The use of the HMS/D offers
a means of broadening the limits on air-to-ground attack tactics. The ad-
ditional load of computation needed to provide both target location cues and
navigation update calculations is a slight disadvantage in terms of computer
capac ity required.
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Missile Firing

Mission performance objectives of high-speed aircraft for air-to-ground
missile delivery Include: offset delivery capablivty, quick reaction, and
launch and leave capability. These objectives may be met by use of the hel-
met-mounted sight and display to steer and lock-on TV seekers similar to
those used in the Walleye missile. The HMS/D can be used to overcome
some of the difficulties of the Walleye system. These dLfficulties include the
requirement that the aircraft be pointed at the target to accomplish seeker
lock-on and +he requirement that the pilot view the aircraft vertical situation
display while accomplishing lock-on.

Improved performance could be obtained by mechanizing of an HMS/D-Wal-
ley system similar to the E-O guided missile-HMS/D system described in
the subsection on air-to-air combat shown in Figure 4.

The operational procedure thus would be:

0 Pilot visually acquires and identifies the target

0 Pilot sights the target through the mitssie TV
tracker and steers the tracking gate to the target

The controls and displays required for air-to-ground missile delivery of an
electro-optical contact tracking missile in very ,lmilar to that discussed for
the air-to-air E 0 guided missile discussed previously.

Bombing

The HMS/D in conjunction with an accurate target tracker can be used to
provide accuracy of unguided air-to-ground weapons such as bombs or
cl4ster munitiona.

Assuming that the E-0 identification device has been locked to the target
during the acquisition phase, this tracker could provide angular rates for
the bombing solution while the radar, slaved to the tracker, provided con-
tinuous target range. As an alternative, a laser rangefinder may be used
In place of the radar.

For visual dive bombing, the sight line must be compensated for windage.
The compensation requires inputs from the aircraft attitude reference and
air data computer systems. A separate mode of HMS/D operation is indi-
cated here. The mechanization of this mode requires the definition of a
sight line In a fixed relation to the armament datum line much as in gun
firing. The difference is in the compensation applied to the sight ILte.
Thus, the only difference between the two modes of operation is In the com-
putation, and there need be no difference in the display.
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Concept Summag~

tween aircraft components, many possibilities for displays, many possibleI
combinations of sensors, and many possible combinations of controls. ToI
summtarize the information contained in the concept definitions, Table I
provides information on theme variables in outline form. The table provides
references to the figures and text which concern the various applications.
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SECTION III

PHASE REQUIREMENTS

A sequence of applications is derived for the combat phases, enmphasizing
air superiority. A basic system is assumed for day air-to-air operations
which includes an attack radar, long-rarnge identification device, flxed can-
non, TV guided short-range missile (SRM), and a semi-active rada'" long.
range air-to-air missile. Day air-to-ground operations are assurred to be
conducted by the replacement of the air-to-air missiles with bombs and a
TV guided air-to-ground missile.

Night operations are not considered as prime requirements. However,
night attack sequences are included by assuming the addition of a laser
illuminator for air-to-air combat and a pod-mounted forward-looking
infrared (FLMi) unit for air-to-ground combat during night and degraded
weather operations. Night air-to-ground operations also assume the
development of a semi-active laser guided missile. The basic role of air
superiority is not considered compromised if other missions may be
accomplished solely by add-on capability.

Only the essential display elements were considered here. Other display
elements may be added as "clutter" problems are solved. Use of the
display for scene imagery is held to a minimum,while maximum use is
made of simple visual cues and sighting symbols.

AIR-TO-AIR COMBAT PHASE

The air-to-air combat phase sequence starts with long-range radar acqui-
sition continuing through to a close-in "dogfight. " This sequence was
assumed in order to present a total concept for the use of the HMS/D
during the phase while actual combat may involve only segments of the
aesumed sequence. The applications considered relevant to this phase
include:

• Radar lock-on

• Target position cue
* Identification device control and track'

• Missile seeker control and track

0 Short-range radar lock and reticle display

* Gun control

Figure 13 illustrates the assumed sequence of applications for air-to-air
combat. The basic advantages with the HMS/D are the elimination of
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aa tid o; cunrroiicr, availability of line -of -sight cueing, and the

fast-reae'tion-afforded for close-in ccmbat.

The sequence starts with the radar in a search mode. A cursor is displayed
indicating the direction for commanded lock-on. For acquisition, the pilot
switches the radar display to the HMS/D while the curior is controlled by
the pilot line -of-sight (LOS). The radar display is centered in the pilot's
field of view (FOV) while the cursor appears to move on the display as the

pilot's head moves. In this manner, the pilot LO' assumes the role of the
side stick controller. The radar scans an actual azimuth of 120 degrees
while the radar display presents a much smaller FOV to the pilot.

Upon initiating radar track, the radar display will be removed, and a
symbol indicatin2 the true target position will appear on the display. This
symbol (shown as a diamond) now appears fixed to the target and will
appear to move off the display as the pilot turns his head away from it.
As soon as the target symbol falls outside the display area, a cueing arrov;
will appear indicating the direction for visual reacquisitton. A range indi-
cator appears whenever the radar is locked.

The "Identify' mode is now selected to perform long-range identification.
t Upon selection, the identification device is slaved to the helmet sight, and

Svideo image.-y is presented on the helmet display. The pilot aligns the
identification device with the direction of radar-lock by centering its gate
on the LOS cue (diamond). Due to a narrow FOV of the identification device
,nd radar er.-ors, the target image may not appear on the display. In this
case, a small scan is made of the cued area until the target image does
appear. As soon as the ta-get aircraft enters the tracking gate, lock-=
is commanded, an. the identification device tracks the target. The image
is now stable and fixed i elative to the heimet so Identification may be made. ;.
Angular tracking data is now available from either the radar or the tracker.
The radar also provide. range data. Long-range semi-active radar rml-
sties may now be fired when range requirements are met. Selection of the
rmissile plar-es its lethal rawge envelope on the range display.

WLen the target comes within range of the short-range missile (SRM).
selection of the "SX.M". mode automatically slaves the missile's seekir to
the pilot's LOS and presents the seeker imagery on the helmet display for
direct viewing. The pilot '.ucks the tracker to the target as he did the
identification device. The missile's lethal range envelope ib automatically
displayed when the weapon is selected.

One of the problems for close..in combat Is the lack of accurate tracking
and range i;ata for gun fire control since radar lock is easily broken and
critical timing requirements inhibit reacquisition capability. The HMS/D
is considered instrumental ior off-angle radar lock-on at close ranges.
This application requires that the radar antenna be gtided directly by the
pilot's LOS and that the range gate automatically lock on an object at abort
range. Steering signal is displayed and located in response to calculations
for a director right.
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Other potential display parameters such as altitude, airspeed, heading,
IFF, target trackinR data, attack warnings, and failure warnings are con-
sidered of interest to this phase but not fundamental to the basic role
assumed by the HMIS/D. In the interest of simplicity, these parameters
are considered in the realm of add-on capability.

Air-to-air combat at night is assumed possible with the addition of a laser
illuminator and a modified identification device. The feasibility of this
approach has not been studied in depth so this is left as a possible concept
for night identification and attack.

AIR-TO-GROUND COMBAT PHASE

In the air-to-ground combat phase, day c'perations and night operations are
considered separately since different aircraft configurations are required,
Night operations are considered of secondary importance and may not be
applicable to the F-15.

Day Operations

The sequence of daytime air-to-ground attack is shown in Figure 14. Day
operations do not include the use of radar tracking due to poor target
resolution and heavy clutter. The identification tracker is assumed cap-
able of tracking a ground target while range JA derived from the radar by
sampling along the boresight of the tracker. A laser range finder would
provide more accurate data if one were available.

The weapons considered for attack include TV guided missiles, bombs,
and a fixed gun. Upon weapon selection, the identification device imagery I
is automatically removed from the HMS/D and the appropriate weapon
dimplay appears. For missile selection, the seeker image appears along
with a cue symbol indicating identification device direction. The symbol
allows confirmation of tracking data and quick visual reacquisition. The
missile's seeker is slaved to the pilot's LOS and is manually locked to the
target. After lock the missile may be fired whenever range requirements
are met.

Selection of bombs results in the'presentation of an identification device
tracking cue, a steering command as determined from the fire control
solution, and a range-to-go display. The bombs may be released either
automatically of manually consistant with present options, The steering
command and rangc display appear fixed to the aircraft while the cue moves
with the target.

Selection of the gun results in the display of a steering symbol which the
pilot uses to point the aircraft to bring his gun to bear on the target.
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Night Operations

Night air-to-ground combat assume@ a different aircraft configuration in
that he identification device function must be replaced by a high-resolution
low-light-level sensor. A forward looking infrared unit (FLIR) was.
assumed for this purpose since it may be pod mounted and has extended
capabilities over a low-light-level TV. Laser scanners were considered
unavailable for pod mounting. A missile was also assumed developed for
night air-to-ground combat which effectively utilize semi-active laser
guidance. This requires a laser spotter to be held on target until termina-
tion.

The night operation sequence shown in Figure 15 is started with the radar
in the ground map mode for long-range target localization. A position fix
is obtained on a target area similar to the method of radar lock-on for
air-to-air combat. In this case, a position fix is dead-reckoned inertially
until the FLIR tracker may be locked on target. The FLIR mode i1 selected
slaving the FUR to the pilot's LOS and displaying its imagery on the hel-
met display. The cued target area is then scanned for a target, and the
tracker is locked. Radar range is now sampled along the boresight of the
FLflt providing tracking data for a fire control solution. Selection of
bombs or the fixed gun allows operation identical to day air-to-ground
combat except that the FLIR image remains on the display after selection.
The missile is fired after locking the seeker to a laser spot directed by
the pilot's LOS.

In this case, the FLIR Image is referenced to the target as before while
the lamer spot is referenced to the LOS. Missile guidance is sin4~ar to a
semi-active radar guidance except that the spot is manually held on a
target withtn the FUR FOV. The state of development of such a weapon
system is unknown at this time.
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t ~SECTION IVII
BASELINE DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS

This section analyzes and describes the use of the helmet -mounted sight
and display subsystem from the operator's standpoint.

Although the HMS/D subsystem has many potential applications, the air-
to-air combat application appears to offer the most complete sample of
representative uses and will, therefore, be discussed in detail. By con-
centrating on a single phase of the F-1i mission profile, it is possible to
specify more clearly the entire system capabilities in a concise and
straightforward manner.

The foilowing subjects are covered:

* Aiming symbols
0 Disp.ay content and display position/movement

a Necessary controls

* Switching
* Operational sequence illustration

A primary objective of the analysis described in this section is to insure
that the system is sufficiently flexible to permit the pilot to exercise deci-
sion making capability rather than be subject to arbitrary automatic
sequencing of the HMS/D subsystem. Pilot decision override must be
inherent in the system because no two missions are exactly alike.

In one case the pilot may be required to use medium-range missiles first.
In another he may use fixed guns first. He may or may not receive long-
ranre intruder warning, etc. These contingencies dictate a system which
is versatile and adaptable to any given set of circumstances. This princi-
ple is applied in the following manner:

* First, the pilot can select any mode at any time without
being required to sequence through any prior modes. For
example, if the operator does not have the radar locked on
any specific target and is faced with a 6lose -range intruder
without prior warning, he can immediately switch to either
short-range missile or fixed gun and the subsystem will
operate as mtended. The system versatility allows the
pilot to operate effectively in any type of closure/engage-
ment situation.
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10 Second, the pilot has comple t e authority over the system in the
matter of target selection. It will be noted that, in all lock -on
sequences, the pilot accomplishes lock by aiming the sensor
with head movement and by closing the acquisition switch The
lock-on could probably be made automatically without the acqui-
sition switch, i. e., place gate over the target by head motion
and tracker automatically locks. The acquisition switch ic
specified for two reasons:

(1) If lock -on is automatic, the pilot may sweep his field
of view across the wrong target or a friendly aircraft
and accidently lock to it.

(2) Since the radar or seeker is slaved to the helmet and
doesn't lock until acquisition switch closure, the pilot
has the capability to choose at the last moment a tar-
get different than the one he has been tracking during
closure. Again - freedom of choice. He is not tied to
any target Just because the acquisition sequence was
begun on it.

AIMING SYMBOLS

It is desirable to limit the number and types of symbols within the subsys-
tem for two basic reasons. First, it is more economical to mechanize
one or two standardized symbols. Second. and more critical, standardi-
zation of tracking symbols and display information symbology will increase
the probability that the mission will be successful by providing the operator
with an effective and versatile display format. Confusion and time delays
are known to accompany the use or a large number of differing symbols
requiring interpretation and/or integration.

The use of an HMS/D system in air-to-air combat is basic to five sighting/
tracking functions within the mission definition of an advanced weapon sys -

tem of the F-15 type. Specifically, the HMB/D system will be used to lock
a long-range radar tracking system, to identity targets by means of a long-
range electro-optical (R-O) identification device, to lock an E-O seeker
for a short-range missile, to establish an accurate line of sight to a target,
and to increaso the accuracy of short-range gunnery. The above objectives
could be accomplished through the use of three tracking symbols -- a reticle
a steering symbol and a tracking gate. Further discrete symbology may
be employed as needed to provide secondary information to aid the operator

in initially acquiring the target and to provide range/range rate inforina-
tion. The specific configuration of the symbols ti left to future empirical
Investigations. For purposes of this report the tracking symbols shown in
Figure 16 lvill be used.
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Figure 16. Reference Tracking Symbols

DISPLAY CONTENT AND DISPLAY POSITION/I)VEMENT

There are four possible alternatives of display position/moyeg=nt;

0 Fized relative to aircraft axes: Data are translated in two axes
on the helmet mounted display and are centered on the display
only when the pilot is sighting along the fore -aft line of the
aircraft.

* Fixed relative to aircraft axes except for displacement: Data
are presented the same as in number one above except that
they are displaced from the aircraft fore -aLft axis to allow for
lead computation. etc.

* Fixed relative to sensor pointing direction: Data are trans -
lated on the helmet mounted display and are centered on the
display only when the pilot is sighting in the sensor pointing
direction.

* Fixed relative to pilot's head: Data are not translated on the
helmet mounted display; i. e. , they appear in front of the
pilotts eye no matter which direction he turns his head.

By using combinations of display elements positioned an above, display
content and display position/movement for each sequential step of the
HMD subsystem operation during air-to-air combat may be described.
It should be emphasized that the sketches of displays contained in this
section are representative formats. Final choice of displays r, ill require
further study.

Radar Search

During radar search, the entire radar plot is displayed and is fixed rela-
tive to the head. The presentation is the same in format as is normally
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shown on a cockpit-mounted radar scope (see Figure 17). The display size
3 cahn n tn ,, • *v . .. .t r -i ta,-u wilL probably be such as

to subtend an angle similar to that of pre3ent-day ridar scopes. Extremely
large display size is likely to be a distraction rather than an assistance to
the lar sa-- ch task since the time to ,.can the display with the eye may
be t -idec he display covers a very large angular range. During
searci,, the rtdar scans in 'he azimuth direction and is controlled in eleva-
tion by a manual control. Elevation control could be given to the helmet
sight, but this would impose a severe constraint on the pilot's head motion
if he wishes to see a norraal constant-elevation scan.

Ar ANTENNA
/ELE.VATION

_ _ _ INX"1 1

/IND. ",TO•

Figure 17. Radar Search Display

I

Radar Acquisition

Before radar lock takes place, the basic radar acquisition display from the i
radar scope is transferred directly to the helmet display (see F ure 18).
The azimuth line and range gate are shown in the normal manner. The
antenna elevation is controlled by a manual adjustment as before. The
outputs of the azimuth and elevation channels of the helmet sight are used
to control the azimuth pointing of the radar antenna and the position of the
rane gate respectively. The method of locking the radar to the target is
the same am at present except that the lateral and fore-aft motions of the
side-stick controller are replaced by the motion of the helmet sight. The
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Figur-e 18. Padar Acqumistion D~isplay

pilot poiitiovn the radar antenna to illuminate the target and adjust the

range gate. The acquisition switch is then depressed to lock the radar,
At the time of lock, control of the radar by the helmet sight is broken
automatically,

The anrount of head motion required to bring about the desired angular
disp~lacement of the azimuth line and the range gate is beat determined by

experimentation. One posbibility is torhave the pilot turn his head through
angles which correspond to the desired angular motion on the displayr geis
hae the advantage of allowing the head to move through relatively small
angles and of allowing him to predict directly the amaount of motion that• will be required. It has the disadvantage of requiring finer resolution and ,
greater stability in the positioning of the head in order to bring about a ,

lock, Another possibility is to require head motion in azimuth equal tothe arigle the real target is making with the eircraft axis and in elevation
sufficient to be in proportion to azimuth motion. This has the advantage
of putting the pilot's head in the proper azimuth position to see the target
directly when it is in range, but the disadvantage of setting the headvo
elevation angle in an arbitrary direction which has no relation to the
target's elevation angle. It also requires large head angles at a time when'

the pilot may prefer to be in close touch with his instrument panel and
cockpit controls.
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After successful lock-on has takei place, the display consists of a tarapt
.... 11... D '!Aed relative ro tne radar pointing direction and a range

display as shown in Figure 19(a). Since the symbol is fixed relative to the I
radar it is tranrlated on the display as the pilot .' hia;1eadA By Cr i-•-
tering the symbrl on the display, the pilot brings his line-of-sight to bear
on the target.

If the pilot moves his head far enough to translate the target symbol oft the
display (I. e., looks away from the target) an arrow will appear, pointing
Jn the direction the pilot must move hin head to regain the target direction
Lsee Figure 19(b))]

The arrow pointing direction is determined by pilot head/radar pointing
relationship rather than airm..'aft/target relationships since the purpose of
the cue is to tell the pilot where to move his head, not where to point his
aircraft.

The range indicator shows radar range to the target and is fixed relative
to the pilot's head, i. e., he sees it however he moves his head, A wide
variety of indicators may be used. There are alphanumeric readouts,
straight fixed scales with moving pointers, straight moving scales with
fixed pointers, etc. For purposes of this discussion, a horizontal fixed
scale with a moving pointer will be used, since it will not only give range
information but will also give cues on closure rate. When a weapon is
selected, the lethal range envelope for the weapons will be. added to the
range display.

Target Identification

This sequence also has two display modes; one during lock and the other
after successful lock-on has taken place.

The first display mode consists of the identification device imagery over -
layed with a tracking gate and the target range readout, and is fixed rela-
tive to the pilotts head [see Figure 20(a)]. The target symbol or cueing
signal for radar direction is superimposed ever the identification display
and is still fixed relative to the radar pointing direction. This allows the
pilot to place the tracking gate over the symbol (which points the sensor at
the target) and initiate a tight scan around the symbol until TV, imagery of
the target appears. The radar cues should be blanked at the center of the
display In order to prevent a confusing "pile-up" of images ir. the tracker
gate.

SWhen successful lock-on occurs, the tracking gate disappears leaving only
the tracker image and target symbol or cueing signal 4iong with the range
display Lsee Figure 20(b)]. The tracker image and r4..ge dis,)lay are fixed
relative to the pilot's head while the target symbol is fixed relative to
radar pointing direction.
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Medium -Range Missile

When the MRM mode is selected, the identifization device image is re -

moved, a dIAeretp. uiaql annnp-ra 4lnelieatn m4mail's ,ea,44.maad the 4,

lethal range envelope is added to the range display (see Figure 2 1). The
discrete may be any symbol that is easily noticeable and identifiable. If
at any time the radar breaks lock (thereby ceasing to illuminate the target)
the target symbol/cueing signal and readiness discrete will disappear,
allowing the pilot to drop back to radar mode and relock if he so desires.

Short-Range Missile

When the SRM mode is selected, the IV output of the missile seeker along
with a tracking gate is displayed and is fixed relative to the pilot's bead
(see Figure 22). The range readout and target symbol/cueing signal are
also displayed (indicating continuing radar lock and giving direction cues).
The lethal range envelope for the short-range missile is presented on the
range indicator. When successful missile lock is acconplished, all dis-
plays except the TV image and range readout disappear. These remaining
displays are now fixed relative to the pilot's head, When the missile is
fired, the TV image is removed, but the range readout remains as long as
the radar remains locked.

A very definite advantage of this approach is that it gives the pilot the
ability to actually "see through" the missile seeker thereby eliminating
error due to wing flexure, boresight error, etc.

Fixed Gun

Selection of fixed guns removes all other imagery and displays a steering
symbol which is fixed relative to the aircraft axes (translated on the dis-
play) except for displacement to allow for lead angle (see Figure 23).
Position of the symbol relative to the armament datum line is determined
by the fire control computation. The pilot flies the plane to place the
symbol on the target aircraft seen through the display.

The computation of lead angle for the gunsight requires range data, thus
requiring a radar lock. If the radar has been previously locked and
remains so, the gunsight display appears immediately on selecting the
guns mode. If the radar is not locked or comes unlocked during an engage -

ment, one of two approaches to the problem may be taken. The fire con -
trol computation may insert a fixed range into the computation, in which
case the attack may be carried on with an error in the Aiming of the guns
which will vary with the difference between the actual and the assumed
range. As an alternative, the radar may be locked to the target again
before proceeding with the attack. If the alternative is to be used, the
radar lock must be made quickly and with a minimum of effort on the part
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Figure 22. Sbort-PRange Misoile Display
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of the pilot. Since the enemy It likely to be at short range at this time,
a locking method which slaves the radar pointing direction to the pilot9 s
line of sight and utilized an automatically scanning range gate will be
usable. To implement this, a sighting reticle to establish the line of sight
is needed. Locking the radar should cause the fixed reticle for directing
the radar to disappear and the steering symbol for the gunsight to reappear.

In the event of loss of radar lock during an actual gun attack, it is probably
not desirable to have the steering symbol disappear automatically as an
indication that the radar is relocked. Instead, a discrete warning of
unlock would provide the pilot with the information needed and allow him
the option of continuing the attack or of relocking the radar.

Priority Interrupts

A number of emergency situations may occur in the course of combat which
should be called to the pilot's attention. These include fire warnings, low
fuel supply, and other aircraft conditions which may affect the pilot's
decision,. They also include warnings of attack from the rear which may
be unnoticed otherwise. The outputs of radar receivers which indicate
when the aircraft is being illuminated by an enemy radar or of sensors
which indicate the appearance of enemy fighters or surface-to-air missiles
may be displayed to alert the pilot of these conditions outside the aircraft.
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The manner in which these interrupt displays are mechanized will depend
on their urgency and on the activity underway at the time of occurrence.
IL will VitU:Peld un z•he wishes or tne pilot nllmoelf. In a number of con-
versations fighter'pilots have commented that once he is attacking anenerny
the l5ilot does not want to have much warnincR_ at sal_ý Citeh rom..en't- ha.'e
pointed to the desirability that such warnings not be interrupts, but rather
be displayed in addition to and subsidiary to the weapon delivery displays
already in use.

Because of the uncertainty of the degree to which such displays should
interrupt others and the manner in which they should be presented, no for -
mats for such warnings are given in this report.

NECESSARY CONTROLS

The following controls are required for the HMS/D subsyrtem:

a Power - two-position switch

0 Mode - six-position rotary switch for air-to-air combat
(additional positions may be needed for other applications):

Mode I - Radar se-ch

Mode 2 - Radar acqu•nition

Mode 3 - Identificatiou

Mode 4 - Medium-range missile

Mode 5 - Short-range missile

Mode 6 - Fixed gun

* Brightness - rotary adjustment (for nominal settings: brightness
and contrast automatically adjusted to suit ambient conditions)

* Focus - rotating knob (protected)

* Astigmatism - rotating knob (protected)

• Vertical gain - rotating knob (protected)

• Horizontal centering - rotating knob (protected)

* Acquisition switch

In addition, the following display lights will be required:

SHMS/D power on

0 HIS/D system ready

NOTE: A malfunction indicator may also be included.
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T h e r e q u i r e d c o n t r o l s s h o u l d h e t w n _ :'h i 'h r .- n m ay c , -i , tum
as Panel "A" and Panel "B". Panel "A" (containing the mode control used_ II
during combat) is located on the side of the cockpit near the power controls
ad, i! acc-iblc with a zniniM -'Uim amount of hand travel from throttle to
mode control. Panel "B" (containing adjustment controle which are used
primarily prior to flight) is located at any convenient point in the cockpit
where it can easily be reached during boresight testing. Panel "B" should
have some type of protective device to prevent accidental movement of the
controls while at the same time leaving them easily adjustable.

In summary, note that all adjustments and tests can be made prior to take.-
off, necessitating the use of only the mode switch on Panel ",A" during
flight. The only other HMS/D control switch used during flight is the
acquisition switch.

SWITCHING

One prime consideration in the switching problem is to give the pilot capa-
bility to do as much of the necessary switching as possible without looking
down into the cockpit. Another prime consideration is the number of addi-
tional switches required for the HMS/D subsystem. A cursory examina-
tion of any modern day aircraft cockpit will quickly reveal that in many
instances the pilot is already seriously overloaded.

Only two HMS/D subsystem switches are required to be used during engage-
ment--the mode switch and acquisition switch.

Mode Switch

Specific modes or submodes of the HhM/D subsystem are In parallel with
and serve certain weapons modes. One approach then, is to have the
HMS/D submodes or sequences initiated by the weapon selection switch on
the ordnance panel. This approach has a distinct disadvantage, though, in
that it requires the pilot to look down into the cockpit each time he selects
a weapon.

An alternative and seemingly more attractive approach is to have weapon
selection controlled by HMS/D mode switching. This alternative has the
following advantages:

a A sharply detented rotary mode switch can be set without
looking down into the cockpit. Positive indication of wea -
pon mode selected will be given by display format.

0 HMS/D mode selectionm and weapon selection are accomplished
by the same switch, thereby reducing the number of sepa-
rate switches which must be operated during the combat
engagem ents. 57 5.,/



Seven HMS/D subsystem modes are required for air-to-air combat. These
are: ,

* Radar search
a Radar acquisition

* Identify

* Medium-range missile

* Quick radar lock

• Short-range missile

* Fixed gun

Acquisiton Switch

The acquisition switch should be located either ou the control stick or on
the throttle. Either of these positions allows the use of the acquisition
control by feel instead of by visual location. A third possible location,
which is only slightly diAadvantageous, is adjacent to the radar antenna
elevation control. If the elevation control is properly located and suitably
shaped to assure proper operation without visual effort, the acquisition
switch may be located with it. Since the acquisition switch replaces the
radar lock control, its location with the other radar control would be in
line with present practice.

The normal sequence of control operation for any of the HhS/D modes is
generally as follows:

(1) Select mode

(2) Point sensor

(3) Operate acquisition switch

(4) Operate firing trigger (weapon delivery modes)

This sequence is examined in more detail in the following paragraphs.

OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE ILLUSTRATION

The following procedures summarize and link together the descriptions of
system operation in the preceding paragraphs:

a As the pilot approaches the combat area, or at any time he so
chooses, he sets the HM/D mode switch to "Search". This
displays the radar plot on helmet display thereby allowing him
to search for target returnh without looking down into the cockpit.
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0 When the pilot decides to lock the radar to a target, he switches
to "Radar Acquisition" mode, places the range gate over the

indicated by appearance of the "radar lock" display format which '2 •.
includes range data.

0 As closure continues, the pilot selects the "Ider tify" mode.
This causes the identification device to slave to his sight line
and displays the TV output along with a tracking gate and
target symbol. The pilot initiates a tight scan about the
target symbol until target image appears on the display. De-
pression of the acquisition switch then causes the tracker to
lock. Successful lock is indicated by disappearance of the 0^

tracking gate and appearance of range data (the latter assumes
that the radar is still locked). The image is now fixed relative
to the pilot's head, allowing him to continue monitoring the
target while doing other tasks. .

0 When appropriate range is reached, the pilot selects "MRM"A
mode. This automatically activates the appropriate medium- 0
range missile. The display remains the same except that a
discrete appears indicating missile readiness and the missile's ..
lethal range envelope is added to the range display. The pilot
then releases the missile by depressing the trigger. The sys-
tem automatically sequences to the next medium-range missile,
and the pilot monitors hit or miss either directly or on the
identification device.

* Assuming misses and continued closure, the pilot then selects
the "SRAT' mode. This automatically activates +he first short-
range missile, places its seeker output and a tracking gate on
the helmet display, and slaves the missile seeker to the pilot's
sight line. The pilot then locks the seeker to the target by
placing the tracking gate over the target and depressing the
acquisition switch. Successful lock is indicated by disappearance
of the tracking gate and appearance of the range data. The pilot
then releases the missile by depressing the trigger switch. When
the missile is fired, the system automatically sequences to the
next short-range missile, and the SRM sequence restarts.

As closure continues, the pilot selects the "Guns" mode. This
arms the cannon and places the steering symbol on the helmet
display. The symbol is fixed relative to the aircraft axes except
for lead angle displacement. The cannon is fired by depressing
the trigger switch when the plane has been maneuvered to place
the steering symbol on the target.
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The idealized sequence of air-to-air combat described above is illustra-
.. ... .... ..... ... . . .. .I - . . .. ... . U Y,,, III LI;V IIQ W c ri-r -. a r e afew of the alternatives which may be used. In addition to the alternative

sequences shown in the chart, the use of the HMS/D (and the armament itconirois) may be initiated at the head of any column on the flow chart and
may sequence in any order, The control method chosen appears to offergreat flexibility and gr'- t simplicity at the same time. The HMS/D mode
control Is the only "new" control added to the cockpit since the acquisition
switch replaces the radar lock control, and the firing switch is a part of
the cockpit already. In terms of controls used during the combat engage-

L ment, the mode control represents a reduction in contro.s rather than an
add.tion because it replaces the selection switches for the various weapons
used. ionilarly, the acquisition switch replaces not only the radar lockcontrol but also similar controls in the identification subsystem and the
missile control subsystem. Thus, the overall result of the use of the
control system is a reduction in the number of switches which must be
used during combat.
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Figure 24. Flow Chart of Idealized Air-to-Air Combat Sequence
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SECTION V

r~~oL,-SENSOR iNF'.'tiAt.ES

SENSOR COMPLEMENT

The instrumentation on the F-15 in likely to be highly restrictive from the
standpoint of weight, space, and the drag of protruding objects such as lenses
and antenna housings. With the selection of sensors being somewhat rigid
and the number small, it is clear that any HMS/D application having unusual
requirements in space, weight, or external mountings will be difficult to
implement. The sensors likely to be included on the F-15 and the application
areas for the HMS/D related to those sensors are as follows:

a Radar - A, high-performance radar is likely to have top priority.
The aish antenna location in the nose occupies the premium
space for sensors on a high-performance fighter. The antenna
dish is a yard or so in diameter, and it must be deflected *60
degrees so the nose cone of the aircraft can be regarded as
being totally allocated. The radar will be the main "eye" of the
whole system, whether for search, attack, or navigation.

0 Passive Radar Receiver - A broad-band receiver responds to
rad• pu aes emanating from remote sources. The intent is
to alert the pilot to the possibility that he is being tracked by
radar. The unit should provide directional information at least
to the extent that the quadrant is indicated.

0 Rear Warning Device (IR) - A rearward looking, IR scanner
detects missiles or aircraft approaching from the rear sector.
It can indicate the presence of several missiles or aircraft,
within its cone of sensitivity.

* Long-Range Identification Device - The long-range identification
device consssiFts of aelescope with a viaicon pickup tube and
remote CRT display. It is particularly suited to the helmet
display. The device is not yet operational, particularly for a
single-plo.ce aircraft. However, it should be possible to satisfy
this requirement, and, if It has an automatic tracking capa-
bility, it should be particularly useful on the single-place F-15.
It will probably be a part of the sensor complement because it
is the only reliable means for visual identification of aircraft
which are beyond range for direct view with the unaided eye.
It is probably limited to daytime use though it might be extended
into low-light-level uses.
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0 Radio Receivers - Several types of radio receivers can be ex-
pected on the F-15. These include voice communications,

-= , I•,, -... ,. • - 6 "• &WA ..... ....... v-.,igaiiuni, i nere
are also transmitting units associated with both the voice i
communications and the data link.

* Missile Seekers - The homing devices which can be expected on
m!esile heads are infrared, electro-optical, radar, and semi-
active radar, Provision for at least two of these will likely be
made. While these missile sensors are not part of the actual
aircraft, they must be treated as such because, during the pre-
release state, they are linked with the HMS/D and/or the radar.

This completes the tentative list of sensors which are expected to be of impor-
tance to the HMSID applications which are external to the aircraft. Any pro-
posed uses of the HMS/D must deal with this list.

Some comments should be made about censing systems which are not included
in this list. The laser scanner, FUR, direct view image intensifier, and
LLLTV are devices to be used for night operations, particularly against
ground targets. Their sizeu,weights und particularly their massive optics
probably prevent their addition to an already-loaded F-15. If these sensors
are eliminated, night combat operations for the F-15 seem to be precluded.
Positive recognition presently must be obtained before releasing an air-to-
air weapon. This in done in daylight by direct view or, at longer range, by
using the TV identification device. With IFF being an unreliable guide, recog-
nition at night is difficult since a night identification device, which is merely
a LLLTVo cannot provide great range without a massive optical system with
an aperture that would rival that of the primary radar. Air-to-air operations
at night may be possible if a workable laser illuminator becomes available.
Such an illuminator, operating in the wavelength range of sensitivity of the
identification device, having a beam divergence of up to 1 degree, could make
night identification possible. The optical aperture size would allow the illumi-
nator to be located in the leading edge of the wing or at the wing top.

Figure 25 is a schematic diagram of the aircraft with the locations of the
proposed sensors shown. HMS/D applications must be based on potentially
useful linkages among sensors and between HMS/D and sensors. These link-
ages are summarized in Table IL.

The internal uses of the HMS/D refer mainly to the display portion of the
helmet aasembly. Cockpit uses of the sighting portion of the assembly have
been proposed in connection with a somewhat radical type of cockpit manage-
ment, but this is likely to be well beyond the state-of-the-art applied to the
F-15. The internal uses of the display portion of the helmet assembly in-
clude such things as fuel management, navigation data and general aircraft
status indications. These comprise a category of functions which, by itself,
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Tabie ii. Reiaiionzhips Among F-15 Senuorea
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Table II. Relationships Among F-15 Sensors
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cannot justify the use of the iMi/l3. Such ouppLenentary u'cs of t UMS/ .

may be added when air superiority applications have been completely imple-
mented.

SENSOR INTERACTION

To evaluate the use of the HMS/D, it is necessary to examine the potential
Interactions between the various sensors and between the sensors and the
fMB/D. Table U offers a convenient tool for this examination. All of the
sensors are listed vertically, with basic descriptions, and all are relisted
horizontally. The common areas in the intersecting columns and rows repre-
sent linkages between pairs. Owing to the double listing of sensors, there are
actually two common ai eas for each pairing. This is useful for expressing
the concept of "flow" from one element to another. For example, the main
radar controlng the identification device is represented on the chart by
space (3) (4), and the identification device driving the main radar is repre- I
sented by space (4) (3) (the number from the verticallisting is given first).
Many pairs are meaningless or have no application. If the night laser illumi-
nator is not applicable, column and row 5 must be deleted. It is emphasized
that Table IU is used for citing utses of linked pairs of sensors; a consistent
"no application" listing does not reflect on the usefulness or importance of
the sensor Itself.

The first use of the Table U is to cite the useful linkages for the air-to-air
problem without the HMS/D. The useful linkages are important but very few
in number. As expected, the radar plays the primary role,

Main radar (3) -a. Identification device (4); important application

Main radar (3) - Missile seekers (6); important application

Identification i Laser illuminator (5); important for night
device (4) operations if illumiamtor is available

Identification -- Missile seekers (6); as alternative to radar
device (4) - seekers

No other major linkages can be sited for air-to-air operations. Other devices
shown on the table are of importance to the air-to-air problem but they are
not linked to other devices except through the deliberate actions of the pilot.
Devices which have outputs presented to the pilot for interpretation (audio or
Wsual) are:

Main radar (3) -a. Displayed to pilot (CRT)

Identification .---. Displayed to pilot (CRT)
device (4)

Missile --- Lock-on and homing information display to
seekers (6) pilot
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Rear Wa ning (7-- Displayed to pilot (CRT, audio, other visual)

Radar re- -- a.Dioplayed to pilot (sector ind-'Ator)
ceiver

Voice communi- -.- Audio to and from pilot
cations (9)

This latter list represents a significant number of items which termnirnte at
the pilot and which rrust attract his attention. These will often require his
interpretation and reaction. The pilot must also monitor and interpret the
various demands of aircraft management including altitude, fuel, g-Loading,
fire indications, and mach number. Some of these may be de-emphasized
during combat but they can never be totally ignored. Beyond all this, the
pilot must devote close visual attention to the external scene in all visible
sectors. In fact, the transparent canopy comprises a visual "display" which
iB often overlooked in analytical work and which demanda the greatest share
of the pilot's visual attention during close air-to-air combat. These two
"display" categories expand the number of general monitoring requirements
to eight.

The gewneral air-to-air activity, without the HMS/D, is summarized below
(it is assumed that the combat phase is imminent): j

0 The main attention is centered on the search radar.

0 Radar targets are identified at the extreme range of the identifi-
cation device.

* Missile seekers or flexible guns are trained on identified targets
by commands from the radar or identification device. If fixed
guns are utsed, the aircraft is "trained" on target.

0 Weapons are fired.

0 Concurrent defensive and aircraft management activities are
carried out.

Two important processes in this sequence are automatic; the radar-to-
identification-device link and the radar-to-weapon link. At the same time,
there are eight open-end items which terminate at the pilot, one or all of
which may be clamoring for the attention-interpretation-reaction sequence.

This is a highly abbreviated account of the pilot's air-to-air combat duties,
but it is sufficient to cite the main problem area. The pilot is generally
overloaded during the demanding periods of air-to-air combat. One solution
to this problem is to provide automatic linkages which relieve the pilot of as
many functions as possible. The radar-to-weapon servo is an example of
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such a Linkage, though it does not entirely succeed. The radar display is I
such that the lock-on still re-.-t L -a =,--c ranuaal cunfirmation, particularly
if other aircraft are present. I
The general problem is known to be one of excessive monitoring and manipu-
lating loads for the pilot during times ci intensive involvement with aircraft
operations. The HMS/D, to be useful, must be capable of alleviating rather
than complicating this problem. The eight attention-demanding items cited
above were regrded as terminating "open end" at the pilot'. Crmbinations of
these often require simultaneous monitoring, leading to simultaneous inter-
pretatiom and reaction requirements. Three approaches can be considered as
possible remedies:

* Additional system linkages for automatic moritoring, int-rpre-
tation, and response to emergency situations

R Reduction in the numb•!r of 'faputs requiring monitoring inter-
pretation and response

0 More efficient use of the perceptive and mznipulative powers
of the pilot j

Additional automatic linkages seem promising until the low confidence in a

machlIne's ability to recognize crises is considered. There are even deeper
reservations concerning the machine's ability to rate crises to the extent that
priority reactions are accomplished. The IFF system is an example of a
potential decision maker which is not trusted, machine failures being podsible
ov either aircraft and innocent "non-target" aircraft not equipped with IFF
transponders being present. Even when operating with reliable inputs, the
machine's critical decisions must be reviewed by the pilot. In this process,
the time saving which served as the original basis for the automation, is oftenlost.

The rear warning indicator is an important example of a sensor which ter-
minates at the pilot. This sensor can present information which requires a
quick judgment on whether to continue an attack or to break off and commence
evasive maneuvers. The machine that can properly make this decision, in-
cluding a judgment cn the time and manner of break-off, is not forecast for
the 1975 era. It seems clear that the critical sensor-man interfaces cannot
be elilinated by automation.

Regarding the second approach to easing the pilot's lot, the number of inputs
requiring pilot monitoring, interpretation, and reaction will probably not be
reduced. Displays can be consolidated and can be made more efficient, but
the general sensor-man interfaces will remain for the 1975 era. In fact, as
aircraft improve, it will take effort to prevent the number of such inputs
from increasing.
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LIM nA •-C rVnY id Lu r•.aK more cumicivnl uSe oi ine piiots perceptive
and manipulative powers. The two human senses of greatest concern are
visual and aural, and, in this context, a net of head--oins may be considered
as a "display". Audio warnings, superimposed on the voice communication
channels, are a known and utilized means for alerting the pilot to special
situations. At present, there is a great amount of aural information passed
to the pilot via radio commnitcation and intercom talk. Additional signals
via aural inputs seems a doubful approach. With the audio loaded to capacity,
there remains a high number of visual interfaces clamoring for pilot attenton.
These visual interfaces can be placed in two general categories:

a Displays which are normally "look-down" and include the main
radar, identification device, missile seekers, rear warning,
radar warning receiver, and those aircraft status indicators
which are important during air-to-air combat.

* The "look-up" display which is simply the view through the
transparent canopy; it occupies by far the larger portion at
the pilot's attention during combat.

Since the number of displayed functions is high but irreducible, the improve-
ment mut be found in the minimizing of the look-down/look-up conflict.
Time loss in the transfer and reorientation process is important, but the
main danger is in the occurrence of rapid developments in the unmatched
domain. The advantage of the audio monitoring is that the signal pins atten-
tion regardless of where the pilot it directing his visual attentiLo Tbe hel-
met display offers the same advantage. Critical developments. =ovmly
displayed on look-down devices, gain the pilot's attention while ;. is occupied
with the external view.

The helmet sight also assistb in the easing of pilot work load by providing
control inputs idthout requiring use of hand or foot montin. The hellnet sight,
servoing the missile seeker or identification device, offers simultaneous
weapon training and target confirmatiom. The target selection is fast, certain,
and most particularly it in direct.

The following statementa summarize the sensor/HMS/D relatioahi:

0 The pilot is overloaded at critical times during air-to-air
combat by the amount of information which he is required
to monitor, to evaluate, and to act upon.'

* There is conflict between the "look-down" displays., in the
fixed area of the panel, and the "look-up" display which is
represented by the view througih nearly the entire canopy.

0 In close, air-to-air combat, the "look-up" display has priority;
therefore, critical visual displays should be transferred to
the helmet presentation.
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0 The sighting portion of the helmet system is justified on the
basis of the ability to simultaneously select a target and
train weapons on it, with the verification being inherent in
the original selection. The helmet sight allows manipulationof two new rn.•trn] e~h•_nnp.l .withou em ur-E+•=.+ "a-1j P..
equipped with more than his normal allotment of hands and
feet.

Returning to Table 11, the columns and rows corresponding to the helmet sight
and to the helmet display show the potentially useful linkages between these
two items and the sensor complement.

The column (i) under helmet sightt would normally be empty because the sight
is directed only by the pilot, there being no servo or control linkage into it
from the other equipment. Also the row (2) extending to the right from helmet
display would normally be empty because it ends at the pilot and exerts no
direct control of the other elements listed. A linkage between the helmet
display and the helmet direction sensors can be cited as a special use of tb,
HMSID. As an example, the heid can be manipulated to match cueing ele-
mezti in a display to those a( a fixed display. This utilizes the direction
sensing elements of the helmet sight system and is useful for directing the
pilot's head toward a target which will eventually come into view. The unique
thing about this type of display is that the external view through the helmet
sight may not at first have significance. This category of operation is special I
and accounts for the fact that applications appear in spaces (2) (1) and (3) (1)an Table UI.

Column (2) on Table 13 lists five Important inputs to the helmet-mounted dis-
play; these are of immediate importance to the air-to-air combat situation:

a Main radar isplay (3) (2)

a Identification device display (4) (2)

0 Misinle seeker display (6) (2)

. Rear warning indination (7) (2)

* Radar receiver (8) (2)

How (1) lists four important uses of the helmet sight as a control device in
air-to-air operations:

0 Directing the main radar

a Directing the identncat:on device

* Directing the missile seekers

0 Directing the pilot's head by presentation of cues
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A flexible gun could be a fifth item directed by the helmet Bight system;
however, it is not likely that a flexible gun will be part of the F-15 weapon
complement.

Of the five listed uses of the helmet display, the first three are basically for
attack and the last two are defensive. A brief discussion of display uses
follows.

It i5 clear that the five ci*teL displays cannot be presented in their entirety
full time; this would seriously overload both the pilot and the display. For-
tunately, simultaneous display is not necessary. A system of selection and
presentation in which displays appear, or can be made to appear exactly when
needed, without seriously cluttering the field or excessively loading the pilot
is required. It should be mentioned that close air-to-air canbat is by its
nature a condition of pilot overload, and it is unrealistic to suggest that any
system will completely eliminate this overload. The objective must be a
system which minimizes overload by allowing pilot concentration an those
items of immediate importance at any given Lnstant,

In dealing with the five cited display items, a particularly interesting prob-
lem appears in the interplay between the three attack and the two defensive
functions. Adequate concentration for search and attack must be possible
simultaneously with proper monitoring of the two warning devices. Partial
relief may be obtained by placing audio tones denoting radar receiver or rear
warning detector responses on the communications headset. Some automatic
procesaing of signals from these defensive devices can be accomplished to
establish the degree of urgency of the threat. in the case of the rear warn-
ing device the degree of urgency grows with both the strength and the duration
of the response. In the case of the radar receiver, the sector in which the
threat occurs must be considered in the automatic assessment of urgency
because of the dependence of closure rates. When the urgency r aches some
predetermined level, a display should automatically appear on Lue helmet
unit showing number of threats together with directional data. This must
share the helmet display with one or more of the three attack inputs. The

choice of a particular procedure for the interruption of existing dinplays
should be made on the basis of experimental results and on the preference of
the pilots who will work with the system. Pilots have stated that they do not
want warning of even the most urgent threats during certain parts of an attack
since even a moment's distraction may rob them of a kill .
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SECTION VI

HMS/D BASELINE SYSTEM AND ITS INTERFACE
WITH AIRCRAFT

In preceding sections, concepts of HMS/D use in high-performance fighters
have been develcped. Consideration has been given to the probable comple -

Srment of sensing equipment aboard the F-15, and means of integrating the
HMS/D with the sensor complement have been discussed. Consideration must
now be given to the combination of the desired HMS/D functions into a single
system and the integration of that system to the probable F-15 aircraft.

HMS/D functions required by the applications considered in this report are
summari7ed in Table III. The HMS/D system designed to meet all the needs
outlined in Table IIwould probably be satisfactory to most purposes in any
high-performance aircraft with only minor modification. For consideration
in regard to the F-15, the reconnaissance functions probably have less mean-
ing than in a craft more specifically designed for reconnaissance missions.

Since the primary purpose of the F-15 is to engage enemy craft in the air,
those funcLions which are applicable to that mission tend to define a basic
HMS/D system. Such a system should be capable of assisting the pilot in the
performance of those functions which must be carried out during air-to-air
combat engagements. In light of pilot comments relegating threat warning to
a secondary position of importance, only offensive combat operations will be
included in the basic system implementation. The resulting system might be
considered the minimum weapon delivery system based on the HMS/D. Other
functions added to it later must be so implemented that the use of the basic
system is not jeopardized.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for the basic system include the following:

Scene displays: Radar pilot (including gate symbol)
E-O tracker (including gate symbol)

Symbols: Radar direction cues (2)
Range-to-target indicator
Sight reticle
Steering symbol
Radar unlock warning

Symbols driven by: Radar direction anglec
Radar range
Computer lead-angle calculations
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Helmet sight pointing Radar antenna azimuth and range gate
commands to: Identification device tracker

Radar antenna azimuth and elevation
E-O missile tracker
Display stabilization computation

HMS/D operating modes: Radar searchSRHadar acquisition

Identifica ton
Medium-range missile launch
Short-range missile launch
Gun fire control
Quick radar lock

Interface requirements: Radar mode remote selectable
Radar with fast lock mode at short range
Final weapon selection via HMS/D mode

control
Ability to switch control channels quickly
Ability to control more than m Inaor

at a time

A block diagram of a system to implement these requirements is shown in
FiVgre 26.

The diversity of information sources and destinations and the complexity of
the switching functions involved in meeting the basic requirements point to
use of the aircraft computer as the principal interface element. Scene
imagery does not lend itself to such an interface and therefore in handled
separately. The computer is used to transfer information, to scale data up
or down for display purposes, to establish addresses on the display for por-
ticular information or symbols, and to transmit commands relative to mu.e
changes to the various system elements.

The variety of display elements points to the use of a cathode ray tube (CRT) I
as the display element. Since the E-O trackers will most likely requirea a
raster scan display, conversion of radar scenes to that form seems the best
approach. Symbol generation and positioning can also be made compatible
with that form of display. Video amplification, synchronilng circuits, and
controls required for the CRT must be added to the system at this point. The
CRT controls will generally be set on the ground and will not enter into the
flight regime with the possible exception of the brightness control. All func-
tions called for in the system are well within the state of the art.
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TAte III. Summary of NMS/D System Functions

_______________ A~r -!n.. t>r'..V r~iona _________

Event I SceneY CleAnNe~rslt d Controlleil lefirjo .1Va r H NIS/D HW i D
I Disply ýYmrbols by Used !G Modes Controls

Hadar Radar Plot None No' Scarch" Mode control

Riadar Before lock Radar Plot Noneri Antennta poditatnr ' adar Mcd. control
lock including gate in asirnwltb, Acqule or' Acquisition swit4
(distant) symbol R,ýngf gn' Radar Antenna

A ncr lock None Cupm and rang. Nnne 7"or 's 5'wt'ý N nr

Lung-range 1_'-0 tracuer Rodar u rvcu,, Ti-Kr untirp, t:,,n.. ~'\ld controi
%iticalo den ncludi ng Raar ran~ (befro- lock) U, 114n A~ Ac qu IsaI In
Cate synibul 6f rada r is 50 Itch

locked)

Weilim range Hadar Noini Radar cue None "R \V -I Ing @A ich
mtriailt loosed Ttndur range
(semni sctive.) Lc k Awitortintic sich to l''quick adar lock" '

broken

Quick None R:ght I~ll Radar painting ''MRm" qs'
4radar in auintuth and "Cune"' swith

short- Before F -0 tracker naler~ cue, Missile tracker Cup poalitic 'SRM" *%i'quisit'inn
Plang locet -tde'i including Radar range Radar pointing Cu,' blanking switch
nhlafill gate sytmbol (if radar is (i radar not Mode riot n]o
(E Ct' Incluedi locked)__________

After Hadar range None ri'ring switch

GnRdr Neer Hadar, unlock None Stgbdizationn f"Guns" Firig @*Itch

RnO~ada Pilot nsswtht"qikrdrlc"mainually Acquwisition siAd
__________Other HNSID Functions _________ _______

Air -tioground taviet E-0 tracker Target E -0 tracker "Ct-ound 1Mode control
Location amd video Location (before lock) target IAcquisition
Idontitfication cuts (3 switch

Air -to -ground
missieis F-0sindSante as air -to-air except for girctimd target cues

"smi -active
Ai-1-ron U easar-to-air -

ThetNone Warning symbols None All None
warning Or rie~salge

mawloNonei None None Aircraft "N&cIVqlOn Mode control
position update'Astiinw

Terrain fb~oingir Terrain radar Nonsp Nmon Displany T.E.rai Mode control

LadL4Landing $tam&a and None Display 'Land ing Mode control

Re canna Las anc a [dent. telsa~cope gNone leneor Target "iscon" Mode control
or other sensor rint ing Acquis~ition awl

cormmanrdedl eomarn", ed) Seonsor selocto



7Ae III, Sumimary of HMS/D System FunctionsJ

K ~ ~~~~A1 i to. -Ai Crr.Iu t Func tiono ____________J H Nlb I DI rquiprmer't Mc i ri!Sij'ý
(enersted Controlled Infrmr atlon HM,'ID "NoiU/D Other

Symbols bv UsL~ed , G Mad*@ Controls C-riditionsaj tisplaved j lmre't Sighit Crip~t R_________ equired Established

aon e "oeSearch" Made control Radar plot on helmet
.1i6play Vf* scant
conversion

No ne Anilenra posi t 'in -R7adar Wod.e control Nadar plot on helmet
In as lmu'h. %icclisi'on" Acquisition ewitcA diaplay -is scafi con-
R 4nge gin' Radar antenna version. Aad ar mo
rait II yAICAL fl changed by mode contrcO

Cu's and ranXe None None setting.or,

R ,ý- Cu, 7 r.,ceur pointirg C in~'i ' .1, tv" Nlode control Radar wasy tb' pointed
Rl'eao rar i L, ,Cai eIo L o- 11intiI Acquisitkon and lock#d at somne time

(i aa sswitch if Prowvious lock is
lacked) broken.

Radar cue None %I R%. Vi I tg sa*. d Weapon avlection
R ,idar rango

Automa~tic a'.itch to"nilrktadltr lu!K Radar switched to
suvornatiC raetp

IN'1 retincle Radar poimting .NIRM" Aerquiewim ~ Radar switched tojin azimuth and "(tunit switch aulnnistic rangeo late
e P CatIon wato

~ Radar cue Misilo tracker Cie positinn 'RM" custon1cpi Actff

R adar rang Radar pointing Cuo blanking switch If radar is not wiiked
I(f rindar I& (if radar niot Mode riwtreil aicquilitinet switch tricks
Inclind) locked) miasile inantier weld raft

Xi. lar range None 1PIP1111 switch - aetm

Radar ut.'r'ck None Stibititartin uf "Guns" Firing switch Computrr drive, of
warning display in front Monde control steering wymbol to pro-
Siteel1 ing y o.,l I'of windahield ___________ ____________ vide lead comeiatifs

pilot may switch wi "quick reda,- lock" manually Acquisition switch

Other H?.inD Functions __________________ ____________

Target E -o tracker "G round 1 Mode control r Raidar slaved to HI/D
location (before lock) target IAcquisition Iand loacted wii th -0
cuss ( 3) switch Itracker,

I ITracker tritnqisaw tion
program oetiabel.

Samno as air-tuair except for g: 'nmd target cues@

Samne as air-*to-air

Warning symbols Name All None
or nieasags

None None A, -craft "Navigation Mode control Triandgulation ont
p~uisieCf updatvs AL~uitaitonswitch target required

K Non@ Noneo Di~(ay "Terraim!' Mode control
eitabilka. tiou

Status anid None, Display "lAvdirig" Mode contro
Maring

None Sensor Target Rewcon'. Mode ciuntrol

roInting Acqijiatlon switch.
commanded ) 

Sensor selector 7
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The basic HMS/D system requires the following controls:

* HMS/D mode control
* Acquisition switch

* Firing switch
a Radar antenna elevation control

The final three of these four controls already exist in fighter craft, and they
therefore do not represent any addition to the cockpit. The fact that only
elevation of the radar antenna is controlled manually represents a simplifi-
cation of cockpit controls, since the stick controller for antenna azimuth and
range may be omitted when the antenna is controlled by the helmet sight. The
manner in which the controls are used is described in the following paragraphs.

a Radar Search - The standard azimuth-versus -range plot is dim-
p layed on t helmet instead of on a cockpit-.mounted scope.
Search is conducted in the normal manner usiWA manual adjust-
ment of the antenna elevation, Selection of the-'Search" mode
automatically connects the radar imagery through the appropriate
scan converter.

e Radar Lock (distant) -Placing the mode control in the "Radar
Acquisition" position changes the radar to its acquisition mode
and connects the helmet might to the antenna and range gate
positioning circuits. Helmet azimuth position controls antenna
azimuth and helmet elevation controls range rate position.
Radar lock in completed using theme controls and the acquisi-
tion switch. Manual adjustment of antenna elevation is used
am required. Upon rcdar lock, the radar display is removed
and an HMS/D generated display of directional cues and range
to target is substituted. Inputs to this display and the com-mand to change over are supplied from the radar through the
aircraft computer.

S , n- e Identification (ZaO tr cker - Selection of the
"Identify" position on the mode selector places the video output
of the electro-optical identification device on the helmet display
along with the range data and radar position cues. If the radar
is not locked, only the video appears. It is expected that the
tracker video will include a gate or other aiming symbol. The
helmet sight points the identification device, with the helmet
azimuth and elevation notions controlling the respective motiors
of the tracker with one-to-one scaling. The pilot brings the
identification device around that line. If the target is directly
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Svisible, the target itself issighted. When the target appears in
the identificarion device fied oi view ihe Tracker may Lc luurU WU
the target or identification may be made without locking the tracker.
An an option, it is possible to aim the radar along with the identi-
fication device and lock the radar and identification tracker at the
same time. This option would be valuable as insurance against
broken radar contact during the alignment of the identification
device.

a -R ge Missile Attack iserni-active uidance)-- In the

"rrMRM mode, when the radar is Locked, the mode control
activates the missile which has been pre-selected by the pilot.
Radar range and direction cues are displayed on the helmet

Sdisplay. When the range requirements are met, the missile is
fired by means of the firing switch. If radar lock is broken in
this mode, the aircraft computer commands an automatic modechange to allow quick relockin! of the radar. An interlock pre-vents firing till lock is re-established.

0 Quick Radar Lock -- This mode is selected either automatically
from the "RM4Imode or manually in the "Guns" mode. It pro-
vides a rapid means of directing the radar to a target at close
range. The helmet motions in azimuth and elevation drive the
corresponding axes on the radar bringing the radar direction to
the pilot's line of sight. The acquisition switch causes an auto-
matic range gate to move outward and lock to the nearest tar et.
Relock of the radar automatically returns the system to whichever
mode was originally selected. Note that the quick radar lock mode
is not commanded by the mode control directly, instead, the mode
is set up by mode control selection of "MRM" or "Guns" and the
simultaneous occurrence of a radar unlock. In the "Guns" mode,
the transfer is optional and must be commanded.

* Shnrft-Rage Misaile Attack (electro -optical guidance) -- In the
"1 SRK' position, the mode control again has a weapon activation

function, setting up the pre-selected short-range missile for
firing. It also places the output of the missile E -O tracker and
the radar range indicator on the helmet display and connects the
helmet sight to the tracker such that azimuth drives azimuth and
the elevation drives elevation with a one-to-one scale. The pilot
views the target through the tracker, places the tracker gate on
the target and locks the tracker by pressing the acquisition
switch. When range requirements are met, he fires the missile
by closing the firing switch. A desurable option in this mode is
to slave the radar to the helmet at any time the mode Is selected
with the radar unlocked. Lock of the radar In the manner de-
scribed for the quick radar lock mode and of the missile tracker
would occur simultaneously when the acquisition switch is operated.
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* .Gun Fire Control -- When the mode control selects "Guns", the
reaction depends on whether the radar is locked. if not, the

is locked either at the time the "Guns' mode is selected or later
by means of the quick lock technique, the steering symbol of the
director gun night is displayed. The outputs of the helmet sight
are used to position the entire display such that it remains
aligned over the fore-aft axis of the aircraft regardless of head
position. The aircraft computer calculates the required lead
compensation and positions the steering symbol accordingly. If
the radar unlocks after originally being locked, the pilot may

either continue the attack with a fixed range inserted in the cal-
culation automatically or he may go to the quick radar lock mode
by pressing the acquisition switch. The option is left with the
pilot rather than providing an automatic transfer since the cir-
cumstances of the particular attack will determine whether an
,effort should be made to re -lock the radar.

The operation of the four controls used with the HMS/D in air-to -

air operation is summarized schematically in Figure 27. Each
event in the idealized combat serjence can be controlled using
the four controls specified. The transitions from event to event
can be made with a minimum of looking into the cockpit. In
addition, the sequence may be entered at any point by setting
the mode control and without requiring any special procedure to
carry out the desired functions. Manual control in preserved in
all cases where an option exists with the idea that the best judg-
ment available aboard the aircraft is that of the pilot.

DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

Table IV lists the display elements required for the basic HMS/D system.
The size, appearance, motions and uses of each are summarized. Three
are "scene' -type displays and eight are symbols or graphics.

Of the three scene-type displays, two are TV views generated by electro- 4
optical seekers and one is a radar map generated by the radar set operating
in Its scan mode. Any of the three scene displays selected will be fixed on
the helmet CRT, therefore the displays will remain fixed in the pilots view
regardless of look direction.

Of the eight symbol-type displays, five are fixed to the helmet CRT and are
carried with the head as are the three scene displays. The three symbols
which must be moved about on the display require appropriate electronics
for x and y translation. This is not simply a matter of providing x and y
positioning voltages such as are used on oscilloscopes since it is necessarythat the scan raster be fixed and the symbol be moved'within the raster.
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be provided. Often there is call to mix the two and to move symbols over the
the scene. Status and warning signals may require alphanumeric messages
on the display, further complicating the display requirements.

The only practical and presently available display de-ice capable of presen-
ting the complex formats reqjired ig the cathode ray tube (CRT). Such
tubes are available in sizes and resolutions suited to the requirements of
helmet mounting, and the known characteristics of the tubes make them po-
tentially useful in airborne applications. While high voltages are required,the safety problems caused by such voltages are not difficult to overcome.
A method of using the CRT to meet HMSID needs is shown en Figure 28.
The CRT section includes the video amplfier, both sweep generators and
the control elements. For the three scene displays, the video amplifier and
the sweep generators are driven by the "scene' electronics selected. When
no scene is displayed the sweep circuits are self-triggered to generate the
raster needed for symbol display.

Of the five symbol. generated by the HMS/D system, two must be translated
in both x and y directions on the CRT raster. This is done in the symbol
position control section shown In Figure 28. The horizontal position of the
beam is represented digitally by an oscillator-driven counter, which is re-
set at the end of each hori'xu.'al sweep. The oscillator frequency is such
that there are as many resolution elements horizontally as there are scan
lines vertically. Vertical position of the beam is represented by the actual
scan-line count, the counter being driven by the horizontal sweep triggerand reset by the vertical sweep. Thiv counts are fed to a pair of address
registers, along with digital x and y angle data, to generate ' and y pooi-
tioning controls, These are fed to the symbol logic section and control the
raster position of the selected symbol to one-line-width accuracy. For the
two nontranslating symbols which are generated by the system, fixed values
are applied to the angle control inputs to the address registers. These hold
the symbols in the center of the raster. If more than one symbol is to be
positioned at a time, additional address registers are required. For sym-
bols which appear at fixed positions on the display, fixed commands replace,
the outputs of the angle-to-position conversion.

EXPANSION OF THE BASIC SYSTEM

The basic system described will perform the offensive requirements of the
air-to-air combat mission satisfactorily. For consideration of a baseline
HMS/D which has capabilities beyond the very minimum, consideration
should be given to the addition of other functions. Examination of Table ITI
shows that very little must be added to the basic system in order to imple-
ment air-to-ground as well as air-to-air combat functions.
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Tu-get idenuiiication in air-to-ground is similar to that specified in the
original system but calls for the addition of the trlangulation location of the
target on the ground. Similar trlanguItlarion are calle, for i. .1.c
navigation update operatior'.

Terrain following, landing, and reconnaissance uses call fo.- major additions
to the basic system. Terrain following and landing each tequire the display
of entire new formats of information. Reconnaissance calls for the addition
of a target identification keyooard, a data encoder, a data transmitter, aW
controls for whatever complement of sensing devices is included.
Threat warnings and aircraft status and warning information may call for a

wide variety of symbols and c~haracters. In a fighter aircraft, however,
, simplicity is a prime virtue. To provide the most readable dih•:play, an

* arbitrary limit to the number of symbol, presented should be .ppfled for the
beginning of development. Additional information can then be added as
needed. From examination of the information evolved on HMS/D uses, a
list of system tasks was chosen. These tasks form the basis for definition
of a baseline HMS/D system. They include the prime air-to-air combat
functions of the F-15 completely. Addition of the weapon delivery tasks in
air-to-ground combat calls for relatively little system complication.
Beyond the weapon delivery and other combat applications, the baseline

system should include others which are representative of the flight control
and navigation function3 required by the aircraft. These functions should
be held to the minimum necessary to show the capability of the system in
order to prevent overcompilation of the first implementation of the H?4SID.
On this basis, the following tasks were ck-osen for implementation in the
baseline system:

0 Air-to-air combat
Radar search and lock

Identification
Missile control
Gun control .

"Air-to-ground combat
Visual search and tracker lock
IdentificationMissile control

Gun control

" Navigation
Navigation update

"* Flight control
Landing assistance
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BASELINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

A system suited to performing the baseline tasks is outlined in Figure 29.
The major interface between the HVMS/D ,.ystem and the aircraft is the air-
craft computer. The computer fills the following functions in the system:

a Conversion of sensor gimbal angles to symbol addresses
* Conversion of head-position angles to sensor pointing commands
• Routing of information and commands in accord with mode

selection
* Calculation and comparison of target and checkpoint coordinates

To utilize the HMS/D system, information must flow between it and the
following aircraft subsystems:

* Main radar
* Identification device
* Electro-optical missile trackers

"1 * Inertial navigator
"e Landing display generator.

The helmet-mounted display is mechanized as a raster scanned cathode ray
tube display with projection optics to place the collimated image of the tube
before the pilot's eye. The ruler characteristics are tailored to the stand -
ard adopted for television sensors aboard the aircraft. It is assumed that
this standard will apply to the long-range idtntification device and to any
electro-optical missile trackers used in the weapon system. To present
radar Information, scan conversion is required. Scan conversion may also
be required for the land-ng assistance display, depending on the manner in
which it is generated. In the system diagrum, the landing display is shown
as an externally generated input. The display could be generated within the
HNIS/D system and, for a fully integrated, final system, probably should be.
For a, developmental baseline, however, the additional complexity of symbol
generation required for a landing disray will tend to remove attention fromthe basic HM/D requirements. Integration of landing display generation to"the HMS/D system was therefore deferred to later in the development cycle.

The HMS/D mode selection is interlocked with the weapon selection controls
in such a manner as to allow the weapon panel to be set up prior to an engage -
ment. The final choice of weapon to be fired is then tied to the selection of
the aiming mode for that particular weapon. Thus, the pilot may use his
armament controls to arm both a short-range missile and his guns before
starting an attack and make the final selection as to which will be fired by
hW selection of either the "Guns" or VSHM" mode for the HMS/D. By properchoice of control design and location this approach maximize the time the

pilot may devote to viewing the world outside his cockpit during the actual
Sengagement.
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computer to locate selected symbols on the display. Symbols having E fixed I
location on the display do not require constant re-addressing after the or-
iginai command. Tie total number of symbols to be generated may be kept
small by utilizing the name symbols for several purposes. The baseline
system requires the following symbols:

"* Target cue I - used when the target is within the display field.
"* Target cue 2 - used when target Is outside the display field but

within reach of the pilot's head motion.
"* Target cue 3 - used when the target is out of the pilot's range

of head motion,
"* Range indicator - moved to a point which shows the target range.
"* Range scale - the ac.le against which the range ind-cator is read.
* Reticle -- used as a sight for the quick pointing of the radar.
* Steering symbol - used to direct the pointing of the aircraft

during gun faring.
a Warning discrete - used to Indicate the occurrence of a critical

condition.

The uses of these symbols have been described previously with the exception
of the wrning discrete. Warnings of critical or non-critical failures within
the aircraft are a valid use of the HNU/D. However, there is a question as
to which conditioms should be covered by the warning system. At this stage
of development, the provision of a master warning signal tied to the air-
craft's fault location subsystem will allow implementation of a typical warn-
1n circuit and provide the developmental work required to make other, more
complex warning indications available later. A single alphanumeric message
of flied content and location will provide the warning function without adding
unduly to the overall development complexity or the system.

"AIRCRAFT -INTERFACES

Te baseline HNS/D systtm, as illustrated in Figure 29, has two major in-
terfaces. Video imagery interfaces with all sources (radar, E -O trackers.
etc.) are at the scene selection circuit inputs. All other interfaces are at
the aircraft's central digital computer. This choice of Interface Is shown
since the tendency at this time is toward digital interfaces. It is equally
possible for the system to be nechanized with either digital or analog inter-
faces either through a central point or with the various individual aircraft
subsystems.

Present-day helmet sight outputs are particularly suited to digital computer
interfaces. However, helmet sight mechanLkations have been successfully
.built with analog interfaces using linear d-c, linear a-c, or synchro outputs

Mk-1 from the helmet sight. The sight system is extremely flexible in its elec -
tronic Interface with the aircraft. Integration of the sight system to the
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aircraft cockpit will require the installation of equipment for linking the hel-

been explored. One senses helmet position by a mechanical linkage between
the helmet and the aircraft structure. The other provides the position-
measuring link by way of beams of light and requires no physical connection
between helmet and aircraft. The latter approach is preferable, particularly
in a single-place fighter where the utmost in pilot head-positioning flexibiUty
must be provided. If this method of measuring head position is used, the
only new requirement for interfaces in the cockpit is the mounting of the
light beam source(s) at the proper points in the cockpit. TIhe optimum loca-
tion for light beam sources is at the level of the sensors on the helmet and
to the rear of the helmet center line. Actual location must be fitted to the
design of the particular aircraft.

The integration of the helmet display to the aircraft can be performed as
illustrated in Figure 29, where the major interface point for all aircraft
subsystems is in the aircraft's computer, or it may be made with each of the
interfacing components directly. Selection of video inputs to the display may
be made by discrete command from switches as well as under computer em-
trol and transfer between scene inputs may be made automatic by inclusive
of the appropriate logic circuitry in the scene selector. Symbol position
commands may be provided in either digital or analog form with the approp-
riate changes in the positioning circuitry.

T'he extremenfexibility of the HIB/D system in interftcing with other comn-
ponents makes it possible to consider retrofitting it to existing aircraft as
well as fitting it to new aircraft during the initial design of the craft. The
small dimensions and crowded conditions of some existing craft other prob-
lems for location of the helmet sight light beam generator~s); however,
locations have been found for use in flight tests with F-4 and RF-4 aircraft
and can similarly be found for others. Continuing development work with
the light beam sources has reduced the space required for them swinificantly,
and additional reductions are expected in the near future. Thus, the mech-
anical integration problems with existing aircraft are being reduced with
time.
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INTEGRATION OF HELMET-MOUNTED EQUIPMENT

In providing the HMS/D functions, equipment must necessarily be mounted
on the pilot's helmet. Any additions, though, may cause unwanted side -

effects which interfere with the pilot's normal functioning. A workable
arrangement must avoid unnecessary additional weight on the helmet, pre -
vent unbalances which would develop high torques on the pilot's head during
acceleration, provide unobstructed vision to be the highest degree possible,
and maintain the required relation between components in order to main-
tain alignment accuracy. An approach which simply hangs equipment on the
outside of an existing helmet seems unlikely to achieve satisfactory results
in all of these areas, A better approach is to consider the entire helmet as
a subsystem and provide the necessary integration to bring the best results,

Figure 30 shows one approach to the design of an integrated helmet. The
cathode ray tube is built into the side of the helmet, providing the lowest
location and the position closest to the center line of the pilot's head. The
sensors for the helmet sight head-position measurement system are molded
into the housing for the sun-visor. The projection optics for the display
fasten to the front of the cathode ray tube and project an image across an
oen space to the inage combiner mounted before the pilot's eye. The com-

er is retractable upward behind the sun visor. The projection optics may
be stowed by rotating them out of the way.

BASIC HELMET CONSIDERATIONS

Until a few years ago, the scientific community appeared to take little real
interest in helmet characteristics other than impact attenuation - i. e.,
factors such as a desirable helmet cg location, maximum allowable mass,
the effects of additional devices on the helmet, and various suspension
systems Possibly it is not lack of interest but rather lack of technique; it
is virtually impossible to determine the causes of neck injury without sys -
tematically injuring a lot of necks!

A number of problem areas have become evident simply through the daily
use of helmets. These range from discomfort, which it perhaps of little
importance in itself but may lead to fatigue which can be a dangerous factor
in a combat situation, to severe blockage of vision which may be fatal in
combat.

The major complaints registered against existing helmets fall into the
following general categories.
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Figure 30. Integrated Helmet Concept
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a They are uncomfortable.
* 'rhey are too hot.
* They move around on the head, particularly under high-

acceleration maneuvers.
0 They restrict vision by protruding into the peripheral

vision areas.
* They restrict vision by preventing the pilot from getting

his eyes close to the canopy.

Any helmet-mounted equipment must take these complaints into consideration.
Components must be so arranged that they at least do not aggravate the pre-
sent situation. More desirable would be for the design of an integrated
helmet/sight/display combination to alleviate the present helmet problems.

While complete research of helmet design is far beyond the scope of the pre-
sent study, information has been compiled which will direct effort toward a
workable integrated helmet. Discussions have been held with a number of
medical researchers in the field, with pilots, and with helmet manufacturers.
The following paragraphs summarize the information gained.

* Helmet design has historically been handled as an art -- safety
has not been considered in a scientific manner.

0 Crash helmet design is only now becoming scientific due to in -
juries (heavy, unbalanced, unstable helmets) and vision obscura-
tion (slippage due to unstable helmet plus g-forces) associated
with present helmets.

* It would be better to produce a heavier, balanced helmet than a
lighter, unbalanced helmet ... within rational (still unknown)
limits, i. e., balance is more important than weight.

* The helmet/head combination for a given man should not
(ideally) have a different center of gravity (cg) than the man's
head alone. If the cg must change, then it would be more de-
sirable to change it in the aft direction instead of forward.
Lateral balance is of the greatest importance. Shifting of the
cg in a vertical direction is of less importance than either
laterally or longitudinally.

0 Physiological effects on man due to helmet weight and balance
can be grouped under three headings:

(l)Fatigue - What is the magnitude and rate of onset of neck
muscle fatigue as a function of helmet weight
and balance?
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neck mechanism affected by helmet weight and

balance?

(3) Safety - How Is man safety under dynamic conditions
(e.g., crash, g-forces, turbulence) affected
by helmet weight and balance?

Of the three effects, study has primarily been applied to safety.
Information on fatigue and tracking is only now becoming available.

0 Sled testing has pointed to the web suspension helmet as being
more stable on the head than the more traditional padded helmet.
Examples of the suspension helmet are the SPH-3, SPH-4, and
DH-411. There is a difference of opinion on the meaning of the
tests conducted, and comments have been received that the stan-
dard padded helmet can be just as stable as the web suspension
helmet provided it is properly fitted.

* The plastlc housing used to protect the sun visor on a helmet is
znot needed if proper care is given to the helmet. The housing is
a problem to the pilot because it keeps his head farther from the
canopy than would otherwise be possible. It would be better to
dispense with it.

HELMET ARRANGEMENT

When the conceptual helmet shown in Figure 30 is evaluated against the in-
formation outlined above, several good and bad points become apparent.
The helmet arrangement shown offers great freedom from obstruction to
the pilot's overall vision. The open projection path and the position of the
projection optics close to the pilot's cheek leaves the field of view to the side
and downward essentially unobstructed. The vision upward is obstructed only
by the edge of the image combiner and its narrow support structure. For
normal two-eyed vision, the sight of the unobstructed eye will fill in the gap
created by the supporting structure. Use of a transparent material for the
support may further reduce the loss of upward peripheral vision. The image
combiner is a transparent base with a reflecting coating. The coating is
chosen to provide the maximum reflectance of the light from the phosphor of
the cathode ray tube and maximum transmission of all other light. This
provides maximum intensity of the display and minimum attenuation of the
vision from straight ahead of the pilot. The visual effect will be a slight dim-
coloration of the scene viewed through the combiner. The edge of the com-
biner will provide a minor obstruction to the vision similar to the metal
frame on a pair of sunglasses.
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When the potential helmet arrangement is examined for possible improve -

ment, a number of points are obvious. For examole. while the CRT is at
an advantageous location from the standpoint of interference with the pilot's
head motion, it is far enough off the center line of his head that unless it is

helmet will be developed during hlgh-g maneuvers. Another problem area
is seen in the use of two separate parts for the projection optics. Unless
the helmet structure can be made rigid enough to assure the proper alig-. -
ment of the projection lens with the liage combiner, errors in the system
will develop and the display izmge may be lost. In searching for alternatives,
tradeoffs of the advantages and disadvantages of each possibility will be re-
quired. In the case of the optics, a physical connection between the projec-
tion lena and the image combiner may be an improvenment, since the re-
quired vision downward is less vital to the fighter pilot than that directlyupward.

The lateral balance of the helmet must clearly be improved, either by re -
location of equipment or by counterbalancing. The latter is undesirable
but less so dhan an unbalanced helmet. Consideration of a location for the
CRT along the back of the helmet offers an improvement In the balance of
the system, but creates very severe optical problems in the transmission
of the image output of the tube to the eye. In spite of the optical problems,
the rear location is probably the most desirable and should be the first
examined for use in a practical helmet-mounted sight/display.

IMAG&FCOMBIN1NG OPTICS

Two basic approaches have been taken to helmet displays in the past. One
utilizes a semi-transparent image combiner which allows the wearer to see
the display presentation and at the same time see the real world beyond.
There is indication that he gives attention to only one or the other, but the
transition from one to the other is very easy. The other basic approach to
the helmet display is to provide a periscope between the cathode ray tube
and the eye. This blocks the vision of one eye to the outside-world infor-
mation on the other. The periscope (or occluded) display offers a signifi-
cant advantage in that it allowa relatively low-level light outputs from the
CRT to be visible. The wearer's eye is adapted to the display rather than
to the higher light level from the sky. Questions on the long-term endur-
ance of wearers whose eyes are differentially dark adapted have been
raised but not very well answered at present. Quite aside from physlo -
logical problems with differential dark adaptation, the periscope presenta-
tion must be ruled out for use in the F-15 on the simple basis of safety.
The F-15 is a single-place aircraft. If the pilot wears a device which
effectively removes access of one eye to the outside world, he will be at a
severe disadvantage In maneuvering his plane. The pilot must have corn-
plate vision both directly ahead and also peripherally. The occluded pre -

sentation is therefore unacceptable for the F-15.
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The "see through" configuration of the image combiner causes a problem Uwhich milat Ko ^e~JA4,A. 4- 4 U• . CA__ _. 11 allowing
the pilot's vision to adapt to the relatively bright light from the sky. it re-quires a high intensity from the display CRT to ensure its being visible atall times. Small -format CRTrs typically do not have great light output
The helmet in Figure 30 provides for display visibility In the presence ofhigh-intensity outside light by placing the inmae combiner inside the tintedsun visor. Thus, the light from outside is attenuated while the display lightis not. By proper choice of visor transmissib/llty s.d CRT intensity, thedisplay may be made visible over the range of outside light intensities fromdarkness to 10. 000 foot-lamberts. In additios to the use of the sun visorfor shading, an automatic level control for CRT intensity of the displayc'mpensates for variation in light level. The desired intensity ia set manuallyand will then maintain the needed level of contrast by adjusting the CRT bright-ness in response to changes in ambient light level.
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SECTION VIII

PR()DTTCTRTT WT"

D•oi' FEA•IBILIT"

Design of a working model of the baseline HMS/D is well within the state
of the art. No radically new concepts are required. The components of a
workable helmet-mounted sight have been in existence for some time and
have been proven in a number of flight tents. A number of different helmet-
mounted displays have been built and tested, and, while none have been com-
pletely satisfactory for flight use, they have shown that the design problemsassociated with their eventual perfection are not beyond solution. The
major design problems foreseen are:

Is Achievement of a properly balanced helmet
0 Achievement of sufficient intensity from ihe CRT display
0 Achievement of the desired field of view with sufficientl:

simple optical equipment

The design of the necessary electronics for the display, while r-',rnmnnding
from the standpoint of functions to be implemented, will Pffer few new
problems. The video circuitry problems have been met and solved mar'y
times previousiy. At part of the con tinuation of this study, a set of test
bed electronics was built and is being tested. Performance haa been
satisfactory, and areas requiring improvement seem well within thepresent state of the art.

MANUFACTURING Ip.6ACTICA LITY

The manufacture of the HMS/D system shuuld be a relatively straight-
forward matter. The components of a satisfactory helmet sight system
•have been built and may be incorporated directly into the TM/iD system,
The manufacture of the helmet-mounted display, while it calls for pro-
cessing of optical components, will not involve precision or accuracy
r.quirements beyond the capacity oi most optical fabrication facilities.
A number of helmet display prototypes have been built.

As a part of this study two test bed sightidisplay units were built. One of
the test bed units was built without regard to either weight or balance of
the helmet to provide a wide-angle, see-through display for use in simu-
lation of the HMB/D tracking and sighting task. Emphasis was given to
field of view and flexibility of adjustment. An optical design was achieved
which met all needs. While heavy and clumsy, the simulator helhet per -
formed satisfactorily and provided good results in the tracking study as
well as guidance toward the solution of several design problems,
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The other test bed helmet wad directed mor~e toward the problems of weight,balanlce, and nrrma" Cf thc Moo ~?/ IT% LA~ZL~he
Lensegs and rkefletor. which were Immediately available from stock wereused rather than custom made components. The resulting helmet is shown-1 ., sure JL. This helme~tweighs 3 lb, 1 oz. Including the sun visor and allhardware. The weight can be further reduced by different choicas ofmaterials and more effective integration of the CRT. The helmet providesboth the CRT display and a separate. electricaUy illuminated reticle. Thehelmet i. slightly unbalanced to the right side, but given indications of beingcapable of being balanced. The display field of view is 16. 5 degrees becauseof the use of stock optical components. A larger field of view is clearlypossible and in being built into the secon 1oe of the test bed HMS/D.

4;4
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Figure 31. Test Bed HMS/D Arrangement
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SECTION IX

BACKGROUND

Under generally recognized methodology, "system effectiveness" ;A defined as
"the quantitative prediction of the extent to which a system may be expected to
achieve a set of specific mission requirements under operational conditions,
expressed as a function of three major attributes -- availability, dependability,
and capability."

The first two attributes refer to organizational maintenance and logistical sup-
port of a field system and the on-mission reliability of system components and
are probabalistic measures. Normally, "capability" is also taken as a proba-
balistic meas%%re and can be defined as "the probability of accomplishing the -
sequential events to the degree defined as a success for each attLk pp@#Ma
states of equipment operation.

The measure of capability may include the effects of hostile countermeasures
to thwart performance at the defined success level and may also reflect the
beneficial aspects of speed, altitude, range, accuracy, timeltnew!. uuvtu-
bility, etc., on mission performance.

The intent of the HMS/D effectiveness study was to define and compare mesa-
ures of capability applied to an F-15 type aircraft defining the impact of the
HMS/D subsystem on the total weapon system. The generasized nature o the
study dictated elimination of a study of availability and dependability mtawems
(as defined earlier) as they are more intimately related to upecw.f bardumuz
specifications.

Among the operating modem of the baseline HMS/D system, the "Search" mode
is singular in that it is used solely for pilot display and includes no control
functions. The "Search" mode display format is helmet stabilised (tihd to the
pilot's head) as is the tracker imagery after sensor lock in the "Identify" mode.
All other modes use either sensor or aircraft stabilised display formats The
primary measure of capability in the "Search" mode is the implied improve-
ment in pilot scanning and detection times due to the elimination of the need
for the pilot to read the radar display on the instrument panel inside the cock-
pit. No experiment wan conducted to measure the relative times rm.quired to
detect or identify targets with and without a HMS/D umed ;n these modes. In a
single-pii-ce aircraft the freedom from the need to look down into the cockpit
offers a clear-cut advantage in a combat environment.
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Another unique mode of operation is the "Guns" mode. The "Guns" modeutilizes an aircraft-referenced display that translates from the pilot's field of
view as he looks away from the fore-aft axis of the aircraft. The information
displayed is used by the pilot to maneuver the aircraft into a firing attitude in
the same manner as if a traditional head-up display were used. The extreme
accuracy required of the head position measuring equipment in order to stabi-
lize the display gives a distinct competitive edge to the head-up display for
presentation of gunsight information. However, an automatic or semiauto-
rustic transfer to the "Quick-lRadar-Lock" mode may enable the pilot to relock
his radar if sufficient time remains in his firing pass. Obviously, the acquisi-
tion time in that automatic mode becomes a direct measure of capability.
Tracking accuracy is also a direct measure of capability in that for any given
sensor or weapon subsystem a certain maximumn tracking error is allnwable
beyond which lock will not occur. Hence, two capability measures may be
stated as follows:

- Accuracy (radial error) of pointing a sensor during a tracking
time-interval

• Acqulsitior time from initial detection of a potential target to
successful radar or electro-optical tracker lock-on

TRACKING EXPERIMENT DATA

While accuracy and acquisition time are readily identified as useful measures
of capability, it can be seen in Volume M of this report. "Tracking Capabilities",
that variations exist between individuals as to their tracking and ac juisitlon time
characteristics. For this reason, a probabalistic description of accuracy andacqusition time becomes mandttory. The tracking experiment reported in
Volume MII consisted of 1440 trialb (each of approximately 15 seconds) per-
formed by six subjects. Each subject tracked three different target types
(static, dynamic, and evasive) using two reticle types for an individual total of
40 trials per reticle/target combination. A total of 4" trials (all subjects and
both reticles) were performed on each target type. Since it was shown that
there was no significant variation in results due to reticle choice, the total data
available (i.e.: 480 trials per target type) can be considered representative ofpilot tracking responses. To obtain a probabalistic measure of tracking capa-
bilities it is then only necessary to examine the histograms of frequency of
occurrence of errors of a given size and divide by the total number of trials
(i.e., 480). It is claimed that the result represents the probability density
function of the corresponding variable.

Table V summarizes the detailed results presented in Volume III of this report.
It presents the composite mean radial error for all subjects (by target type)
over a 15-second tracking interval an well as the standard deviation of each
subject's mean error about the composite mean. The table also indicates the
average percentage of the 15-second tracking time interval during which a
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Table V. Summnary of Tracking Experiment Results

Static D.•i Evas ive

Measure _ Target Target Target

Composite mean radial 0.68 deg 1.04 deg 1.21 deg
error

Standard deviation of
subject means aboit 0.14 0.21 0.•2
compolite mean radial
error

Composite time-on-target
after TAT (in second# and 11.17 se 70.04 6.3 sec 45. 4 S.4 sec 38.04
percent of 15 "c)

TOT standard deviatioa 2.S 8asc 17.511 3. 3 sc 15.i 4 1. 9 see Is.t -

Composite mean indicated
target acquisition time* 2. 4 sac 2.3 see 2.2 sac(TAT) -,--

"Indicated TAV was 0. 8,.0.6. and 0.5 secods late.r tanactua target
acquisitioa, apparentlay de to overshoot.
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subject was able to keep his LOS within a 2-degree diamond-shape target
BYrnuuL& 1-age AD I 'vuawne 111 ueuereum the testing procediure in Oetai

Table V shows a mean 2.2- to 2.4-second target acquisition time (TAT) indi-
c&U bythesubjects in the tracking experiment by derssion of the acquisi-

tionswich.The footnote to Table V notes a 0. 8- toO0. 8- second delay in the
thnreturning totetre eoeoeaigthe switch. The delay Is illus-
traedasa function of trial numoer in Figure 32.

4A*S

449.

3M-

L42. L 47W~ "s1

4 a U U 36 34 16 is 34 46 4

Figure 33. Actual and Indicated Target Acquisition Times
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RADIAL, TRACIKING ERRORS
Figure 33 presents the composite of the six subjects, mean radial error plotted

against each of the 40 trials by targeet tye. I should be noted that a given
trial refers to a given distinct target path and initial target cue for each target
type with the result that, for example, Trial 8 for static targets is unrelated to
Trial 8 for either dynamic or predictable path targets. Figures 34 through 36
present composite mean radial errors (all subjects) versus time for specific
static, dynamic, and evasive target trials, respectively, for illustration pur-
poses.

lie

0.90

a4 I t 1s U 30 24 46 4
TWALS

Figure 33. Mean Radial Error for All Subjects by Target Type
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The data presented in Flgure 33 represent, in total, 1440 15-second tracking
r ."-.I. •A an&-A-S.. per aget tty by the group of six subjects. Figures 34
through 38 illustrate the group's time history behavior on a specific target.
These data were re-examined to determine a probabilistic measure of tracking
accuracy. While the composite mean radial tracking errors shown in Table V
may be Interpreted to show that a probability of 50 percent exists that a random
subject will score a 1. 21 -degree radial error over a random evasive target
trial with a standard deviation of error of 0.32 degree, it was flIt that the data
reflects nongausslan error characteristics.

An a check, the mean errors of the individual tracking trials were separated
into 0. 1-degree class intervals and frequency histograms plotted by target
type. The frequencies of occurrence were then normalized by division by the
number of trials (480) and interpreted as the probability density functions of
mean radial error. The integral of the probability density is the probability
d'ribution function and r~epresents the probability than a mean error of a
given size o- smaller will occur. The results are presented in Figure 37 which
depicts the probability of a mean radi*1 tracking error of a given size or
smaller versus the mean radial error in degrees. One curve is shown for each
target type. A fourth curve, labled "Predictable Path Target - Side Stick," is
abown for conparsonn and will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

STATIC IAilrT f-

ha
75 MMtE•TAU.E-PATH TAMN&GTW~~,O

DIUTANJ-AMTH TARMT-SISE STICK

*PRO {X )IRVERSUS ;A LAS XPUAMENTALLY MEAStU4ED)

0 0.3 10 il3. I . 3.5 410

&IM MAL irno moRIz

figure 37. Radial-Error Probability Distribution Functions
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A brief experiment using five nf the original nix m, l•- w1je .w -s onduct.d dur;
the effectiveness study in an attempt to infer the tracking characteristica of an
operator using a side-stick controller to position a reticle over a moving tar-
get on a panel display rather than by head-tracking control of reticle-target
relationships on a helmet-mounted display. Forty trials were made by each
subject on the same dynamic, predictable-path target used in the head tracking
capability study. The composite mean radial error (i. e.. 50 percent probable
error) of these 200 trials was 0.76 degree. The error distribution function is
shown in Figure 37. As is apparent, the composite mean tracking accuracy
results are improved over the head tracking results for the same type of target.
Some improvement in accuracy is to be expected as the human tasks in the two
experiments differ markedly. The HMS/D coordination task is a compensatory
and pursuit task of nulling an error display while the ride-stick control task is
a pursuit task (i. e., pursuing the target symbol with a reticle symbol). The
2 5 percent improvement in radial accuracy noted for this experiment is felt to
be in line with the variation in task difficulty.

TARGET ACQUISITION AND LOCK-ON

The actual target acquisition times presented in Figure 32 Pefer to the time
required from the start of a tracking trial (i. e.. display of a target cuel slg-
nal in the field-of-view) to the Instant that the subject's LOS entered a I.5
degree square "box" centered on the target symboL Indicated target acquisi-
tion time began at the same time and ended at the instant when the subject
depressed his acquisition switch denoting that be thought he was on-target. The
results of the experiment are summarised in Table V and Figure 32 as 1. 0 to
1. 7 seconds actual and 2.2 to 2. 4 seconds Indicated (canoposite mean values).

Depressing the acquisition switch (Indicated TAT) initiated a 15-secand tracking
trial in the experiment. The "off-angle" from the boresiod attitude of the
pilot's LOS to the target's initial position varied from 19 to 49 degrees from
trial to trial (see p. 17 of Volume II). Note that Indicated TAT as used in the
experiment referred only to the first instant that the subje" thouigt that he wax
on target. No quantitative criteria for "on target" were given to the subjects.
Actual TAT could occur when the LOS entered the 1.5-degree box only momen-
tarily. Similarly, indicated TAT could occur wthout the LOS ever entering the-
1. 5-degree box.

In order to lock a radar or electro-optical contrast tracker to a target success-
fully, the LOS must enter a given size "window" and remain inside the window
for some minimum period of time. For evaluation of sensor locking capability.
a minimum "dweU" time duration of 0.3 second was chosen as a compromise
value representing a conLervatively long lock time for a tracker and time for
radar lock at a reasonably short range (on the order of 1 m1ie).
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Arbitrary circular wineinw ,iv, a nf I0-" qn-, 2n-, - A.A--..!l -ad1-CL.--
were chosen. Data taken during the tracking experiments defined the times at

which each of the windows was first entered for a dwell period of 0. 3 second
A,- ,Le .... data *eer recurded for ail z:-;ccessfui tracking trials (i. e.

1404 of the 1440 attempts).

The time data for each target~type were sorted and frequency of occurrence in
class intervals of 0. 1 second were compiled by counting. The resulting hsto-
grams are presented as Figures 38 through 40 for static, dynamic, and
evasive targets, respectively.

T o determine the probability of a stable sensor lock at or before a given
elapsed time, the histogram data of Figures 38 through 40 were divided by 480
(tha number of tracking trials) and integrat"d over time. The result is claimed
to be the probability distribution functions of stable (i.e. , 0. 3-secord or
longer) acquisition within 10-, 20-, 30-, and 40-milliradian radial windows.

The results for the three target types are .howr in Figure 41. As should be
expected, a higher probability is found that the target is within the larger of
any two windows at any given elapsed time. For example, at 1 second after
TAT •here is a probability of 0. 9 that either dynamic or evar',ve targets have
been captured (for 0. 3 second or longer) within a 40-milliradian window,
whereas the probability is approximately 0. 5 that during the same time Inter-
-"al a dynamic or evasive target is captured within a 20-milliradian window.

'The meatic target window acquisition times are shorter than those for dynamic
or evasive targets.

In summary, it should be noted tlhat the total acquisition time capability for
diffprent window sizes of the HMS/D is represented by the sun, of the mean
TAT actual of Table V (i. e., 1. b to 1. 7 seconds) and the time after TAT dis-
played in Figures 38 through 41. To use the previous example, a probability
of 0. 5 exists that a target (dynamic or evasive) will be captured within a 20-
-milliradlan window within 1,6 seconds acquisition time plus 1. 0 second search
and dwell time or 2.6 seconds total after the pilot is cued that a target exists.
The above statement says that it is 0. 5 probable that a pilot can lock a missile
sensor or relock a broken radar lock at short range within 2.6 to 2.9 seconds
after detection of the presenco of a target or indication of r broken lock.

NAVIGATION UPDATE

The basic measure of navigation update capability is an estimate of the resultant
downrange and crosarange position error induc-ed by LOS errors in the triangu-
lation of ground position coordinates.

While analytical studies have been made of the transfer function between sighting

accuracy and CEP of ground coordinates, these studies are of no more than
pansning interest since several actual flight tests involving an instrumented
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SRF-iC TACjnEAuLi aircraft have been conducted. The official flight test
report is in the process of publication as Tactical Air Reconnaissance Center
TARC TAC Test N.p•rt 7-118. TACPACT, IOU, and I'm classified Secret.

A Honeywell Report ASD-TR-88-86 entitled "Tactical Reaction Reconnaissance
System Studios (TACREACT) (U) - Volume IL, Part 1: Visual System Design
Breadboard Flight Demonstration System". March 1969, documents the analy-
sea, flight simuilator tests, and preliminary flight test data referred to in the
above paragraph.

The Honeywell report and data concerning NAV-UPDATE accuracies is also
classified Secret. In order to avoid use of Secret data, this report will simply
refer to the TARC report as representative of what is probably the best meas-
ure of system effectiveness, i.e., flight test performance.
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